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Vol.IV.--No.16.
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The ice started at this place the 15th and
Class illail Matter.
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-\Ve are authorized to :;a,· that Hayden
The first team at work on the farm was
NEWSPAPERDECISIONS.
the photographer,
will rem~in at Cantor; seen-Tuesday, on Granville Childs'.
His
He makes all sizes man was harrowing-quite
early, iYir. C.
1.
Any person who takes a paper reg·ul~rlv from but a few days longer.
the office-whether
directed to him or anofher or of out-door views at short notice and rea- rode out Tuesday.
whether he has subscribed or 1fot-i:-; responsible 'ror
the payment,
sonable prices.
;\fiss Ella \Vaite is improving.
2.
Ifa person orders his· paper discontinued he
'll.
must pay all arteareages, or the pu_blisher mav cou-Roy
Packard struck an axe throt1gh
tinue to send it until payment is made::, an<l Collect
Canton Mt.
and cut off the end of
~;~: ~v-~~!e~J:~~~t, whether the paper i:-:b1kt11 from his hoot Thursday,
0
Tra,·ellino-0 ,·erv bad. Road almost imhis second toe, diagonally.
Dr. Stanwood
3. The Courts ha~,e ?ecirlc~ that refu~rng to take
"
the toe at the first joint, and p;ssable.
newspapers and penod1cab
trom the postoflice. or amputated
?l'Iiss Sadie Allen has been employed to
/~~;f:~:Je~~~
~f~\~:fa~hen1 u11called for, is pri111a the bo.:· bnn·ely
endured the operation
teach the summer term of school in the
without taking ether.
Kennedy Corner di~trict, East Jay.
E. N. CARVER, EDJTOR & PROP'R.
-Engine
Ko. 2, the "S. C. Andrews,"
A four-year-old colt of A. J. Learnect·s
comes from the repair shops all shining,
got very badly damaged the 16th inst., by
and takes its place hauling the mixed train,
getting its leg caught about the crib and
this week. It has been renovated by the throwing itself. It has to be handled with
boiler extension and straight smoke stack. slings, and it is feared the colt is spoiled.
-Next Sunday is Easter.
and a coat of paint and varnish.
The dogs have renewed their ravages on
-The straw hat -has appeared.
T. Andrews had two killed and
-A room for the post office is being fin- the sheep.
-:\Iiss Hattie Ellis has returned from ished off in Holt's Block, where the hard- others hurt, in his y;ird in broad day light'.
Mass.
ware store was formerly.
This will make The owner of one of the dogs has settled
-Hammocks
are swinging on the front a pleasant and handsome offi~e, and the his portion of the c:lamage, and the other
piazza.
location seems to giYe more general satis- dog's owner will save cost by dofog the
same.
X. H. C.
-Good Baldwin apples are only_ $1. 2.5 faction than any other place na1ned,
a barrel.
Carthage.
-John Foye has re.ceived an order from
Died. April 15, Miss Lilla Chambedain,
~II. F. Hayford's residence is receiving Boston ·parties for 3600 maple trees for
transplanting,
·ranging in height from 6 to aged 18. Her mother died one year ago
a coat of paint.
last June, also a little brother in August.
-Lucas
& Bishop have a new ad. this 8 feet. He expects an ~rder for 4000 of a
smaller grade. The trees are to _be·taken She leaves a father and two sisters to
week. Read it.
up from Mr.' Foye's land in Hartford, and mourn her loss.
-Ice left the Androscoggin river ThursSunday, 18th, was a very warm day;
shipped from this station.
day and Friday.
snow leaving in a hurry.
•
-J. N. Reed has beaten the biggest
-Chas.
H. Gilbert has gone to Bangor,
Goodwin Bros. finished sawing birch
snow-drift in town, this spring.
His doorfor a few weeks.
Saturday.
They sawed 21 cords into spool
yard was piled high and wide with snow,
stuff in one day, to finish up. .
-Conductor
Osgood has moYed into the
in the g1'eat blow of Feb. 27th, but by inFrogs are beginning to croak.
Twort house, with J. S. Mendall.
dustrious shovelling, in the early morning,
John Getchell finished sawing· birch last
-The Canton Lumber Co. are about at high twelve, and by moonlight, he is
week.
ready to start up their steam mill.
now rewarded by a yard not worse than
Mrs. Lydia ·Maxwell is very sick.· Her
-Mr. Elias Keene, of Keene's Hotel, ·the best of his neighbors.
friends fear she will not recoYer.
No. Turner, was in town Tuesday.
\V.
-\Ve expect to meet you next week in
~E. F. Gould & Co. have put in-a full our new office. You will find us on the
DIXFIELD.
stock of goods in their line of trade. ·
first floor, next door belm,· Holt's Block,
Brown launched his boat Monday, and
-E. R. Stevens •has moved into Mrs. in a room 20 by 40 feet, light and rieasant.
Hammond, at upper Ferry, Tuesday.
Since purchasing
the building we have
Rosette Brett's house on Main street.
Four Jurors were drawn in Dixfield vil-'Miss Ella M. Johnson goes to Lancas- made some interior alterations, and put on lage Tuesday, to sen-e at· U. S. District
a coat of paint, alabastine and white-wash.
ter, N. H., on Thursday, for a few months.
Court at Portland.
Calvin M. Rose and
We shall be permanently
located in as
-Miss
Flora Mitchell has engaged to
pleasant and convenient
ah office as the Daniel .F. Newton as Grand Jurors, Apr.
27th; and Henry C. Smith and John H.
teach school at Canton Point this summe!··
best country concern affords, and the wants
Ellis as Traverse Jurors, May 4, at same
-Fast Day services will be held at the of our customers can be more promptly
place.
Free Baptist church, Thursday
forenoon. and satisfactorily met than heretofore.Call
George D. Kidder, \Vm. M. Kidder,
-Roscoe
S. Kidder will teach the gram- and ~ee us.
\Vallace Kewman, and others, left here for
mar school in this village, tlli-s sm11mer.
driving river Tuesday.
Monday a four-The country roads are just horrid,and
Boru..
horse"team passed over to No. Jay, loaded
business with our merchants is not rushDixfield-l\Iar.
20, to the wife of "\-Vm. wi'th men for the Dead river drh·e;
some
ing.
\V. Carver, a daughter.
from Byron, Mexico and Rumford.
-A young folks' _social meeting this,
Canton-Apr.
Webb's river is quite high, as well as
7 , Lizzie M .. youngest
Wednesday, evening at the Free Baptist daughter of \Villie and May Davis, aged the Androscoggin.
church.
one year.
J. H. E.

VILLAGE & VICINITY.
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-Base ball goods have appeared in the
Canton-Apr.
9, to the wife of I. Parker
market, and along with them the liniment S t aples, a daughter.
• and plaster.
Peru-Apr.
6, to the wife of Mr. \Vilson
-Best
St. Louis
Flour $6.oo. Also S t illman, a daughter.
Bradley's and Cumberland
Phosphate, at
1''.larried.
0. Gammon's.
Dixfield-Apr.
II, Chas. E. Lea,·itt
of
-Mr. A. H. Linscott of Auburn has Mexico and Miss Rosa B. Lovejoy of Peru.
bought a valuable "Redwood" colt of Fred
H. Mitchell in Turner.
-Mrs. Lecta Towle, mother of G. F.
Towle, is recovering from a recent severe
illness.
She is 85 years old.

other ill
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Densmol'e Marble's sick colt has died.
Mr. ]\farble has lost one hundred dollars
in the death of the colt.
\Vagons are putting in an appearance,
though the deep snow-drifts dispute the
right of way.
Ice in the river went out 011 the isth

Albion Holman and family have moved
to Livennore Falls. They will be missed
here by their many friends and acquaintances, as he was a kind and obliging
neighbor and a skillful workman.
, . Mr. H. A. Kidder and "·ifc had a gathering at their house the night before their
departure and some were quite surprised
at seeing their old friend and schoolmate,
Rufus, there, who took an acti,·e part as
was his wont in his younger days.
Miss A,ffie Childs is dsiting
relatiYes
and friends in Fayette and iVIt. Vernon,
Me.
\Ve learn that Mrs. Jona~ Severy is slo\\·ly reco,·ering.
The question, \•\'here is Science Hill?
we will answer in the next TELEPHO!\'E;
also its origin.
G. C. C.

Spurgeon Butterfield, on the 13th of this
month. met with "·hat. \\·as fit's·t supposed
to be a fatal acc;dent, but 11·e are glad to
state that he is doing as well as could be
expected, and it is hoped he will soon be
about again.
As he ,ms at work in his
mill he went below to soap a' belt that
plagued about slipping.
While ·doing so,
his clothing caught on the head of a set
screw and drawee! him under the shaft and
through a.fourteen inch space between a
post an_d the drum, and carried one arm
and shoulder up over the shaft leaving .his
head beneath ,thus bringing the shaft across
the back of his neck. As his clothing°was
wound around the shaft he was choking to
death.
If it had not been for the prompt
action of the mill hands he would have
surely died. Henry Knapp saw him and
instantly stopped the mill, and by the quick
handling of Will Allen's jack-knife assisted by others he was soon rescued from his
perilous position.
It was nearly two hours
before he had his senses clear! y.
J. O. \Vhite has lost a nice Boone colt
two years old, that he refused $175 for last
fall.
Dana Hall is at home on account of his
father's illness, which has taken a favorable
turn.
Guy Butterfield, "·ho has been at work
in Brockton, Mass., arrived hbme last
night.
George Hall had a nice Jersey cow.taken
sick one day at noon, and before the next
morning she was dead,
Gid Butterfield has left our village and
moved to Livermore Falls.

B.

E~st Peru.
Sunday was the hottest day of the season. The snow is all gone but the large
drifts.
Mrs. Anna Poland is home from the
\Valtham ·watch factory, on account of
p9or health.
She is looking very poor.ly.
Lon. Irish works for D. W. 9"oding this
season.
The water is quite i1igh in Worthley
pond.
•
G. T. Piper is doing good business in
the birch busjness and has got his sheds
all up apd shingled, and in ten days -they
will be filled with squares.
Mrs. A. A. East1_1ian is not quite as
smart, as she has over worked.

inst. River-drivers will soon be at their
\V. L.
work.
L. L.
East Sumner.
At the annual meeting of the East OxAmong the recent arrirnls are \V. F.
ford Angling Association, Col_. \V. T. Eus- Robinson, C. E. of the U. S. Signal Sertis was elected President; H. O. Stanley, vice, who has beenoffdutyfora
fewweeks
Vice President; L. C. Willoughby, Secre- on account of sickness.
-Nathan
Reynolds comes out with an
tary; c. L. Dillingham, Treasurer; Frank
Mrs. Etta R. wife of Alvin s. Robinson,
ad. to-day.
All wanting goods in his line
Stanley, Vv. F. Putnam and J. S. Harlow, of Lawrence, Mass., is on a visit to her
will do well to give him a call.
l'
FUNER '\! S
parents.
,'Ji"e,,ths~ c,~ss~·s; Trustees.
A party of six returned Satur-Ask
your newsdealer for the BABY Pillows, etc Flowe, s p,eserved. I h,tvc n1,1dc day f>om thett cottage at \Veld, where they
Mrs. Eastman of Sweden is a guest of
• PATIIFINDER. _A reliable pocket-guide.
f:t';,•;;;;;':'{v.t~'.v~}~)~)l~ONe&ll-kc'~',v;~,
h,;,c spent the past week. They Teport Postmaster Eastman.
f
I
"
I
I
p
Examination
of teachers at E. Stunner
No "ads."
Five
O~dci°~/ JC a iovc
uces,yl~
w, :Ne" de,,gns
I the fish mg .1 , good.• They have added a
C omp Ie t e, 1me-tables.
cents.
C. O. WOLT. 1CANTON.
number of new boats to their fleet, and onSaturday,May
8th. Those intending
-_S. P. Adkins and son recently sawed...::.~
have made arrangements
to have their to teach in town during th e coming sum-mer should be present at that time.
12 cords of wood in 4 hours and 20 minutes.
Mexico•
buildings newly pa111ted this spring.
Station agent Barrows has declined mak-

Died.
Carthage_:Apr.
15, Miss Lillian Chamberlain, aged rS years.
I·fartford-Apr.
17, Mrs. Sarah II. Merrill, aged 6:l years.
Jay Bridge-Apr.
15, Miss R. Linne He
Leach, aged 72 years.

I
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her(', and "·t.·
ltcfrig-erators.
,,\.: would
to vcm a:-;with
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by horse-power,

-Cyrus

Gammon

two cuts

to the

The sweetest part of Mexico, at the pres-

has laid o_nou,· t;ble,

SCIE~CE

HILL.

ing low bows to his friends

ent time, is on the west side of Swift ri,·er.
There are six families, that live on the west
an egg measuring 6 r-4 by S r-S. These side that have made a hogshead of maple
figures should encourage the hen to try syrup, besides some sugar.
again.
John Reed, Esq., starts his poplar drive

The we[lther continues fine with warm Cause: one of Job's
winds from the South causing the snow to of the neck.
disappear rapidly, bringing
back to our
J. S. Hodgdon is
ears the sound of the robins and crows, addition to his store
"and promises of Summer spots the hillIsrael F. Gammon

-Efforts
are put forth to sesure a sidewalk from G. F. Towle'& to the school
house.
Thi.s is an improvement
much
needed.
-Notice change in ad. of Cqilds & Stapies. They have enlai·ged their store· by
the addition of a clothing and carpet room,
on the second floor.

side and the plain."
The rodents have continued their depreelations, as usual, with young apple trees
that were not protected by embankments
or wreathings of bark or tin, or some other protections.
The old saying that a stitch
in time· saves nine; in-some cases from fifty to a thousand we find.

on Swift river Saturday.
Some of our young men have left to
work on the dead river drive; some are on
the poplar drives, others are at work in
Mass., and there are but a few left.
J. P. Roberts of Rumford, raised a nice'
barn frame Saturday.
'
CoR.

I

for a season.

tld
b-

East Hebron.
The sno,,1· is nearly all gone out of the
field, and roads, but oh, the mud.
Frankie Saunders ;ind Bert Eastman
have got through sapping.
They had a
nice time and made about sixty gallons on
Caleb Snell's.
A. Allen, we understand, has sold his
horse, "Go,·. ·Morrill," for fifteen hundred
dollars.
It is a pity that all our best horses
are taken away just as soon as we begin to
appreciate them.

a

bs
1y

e.
at

Y·
:h

K.

Franklin

Pl.

Snow is being numbered
among the
things that "·ere.
First class sap weather •. ,Ve are getting
terribly, sweet.
iY[rs. Leonard Connell'is sick of bilious
fever.
Mrs. Cyrus F. Gordon is· quite sick.
Ervin Townsend
has taken a farm of
Chi•ld Bros.
Elbridge Child is at work for Freeland
Knight of Rumford.
Geo. V. Child and Ira B. \Ving, Jr., go
to Carthage
the first of 1\Iay to work for
Staples and Kittridge.
Chas. G. Irish recently returned from
working in the mill at Augusta.
Chopping-bee
at Eld.- A. A. Abbott's
last Friday.
OLD PUT.

Hartford.
House-cleaning and a clearing up of rubbish o-enerally is in order.
Th: travelling is extremely bad.
Huge snow-drifts are still in sight which
seem loth to leave for "Gentle Spring."
Mrs. Sarah Merrill died at her home
Friday night.
She had been in failing
health about a year.
Mrs. Emma Co\;liss has engaged the
school in Dist. No. 2. Miss Evie Oldham
will teach in Dist. No. 4. Miss Mary
Crockett has gone to Auburn.
She will
teach in Peru again this summer.
Mr. Solomon Gammop h,as lost two cows
this spring.
Mr. C. C. Fletcher intends to burn a
kiln of brick this season.
H.M.

LIVERMORE
FALLS.
Both pulp mills were obliged to shut
down last week on account of high water.
Mr.John F. Lamb was in town last week.
Herbert Bean -recently had one of his
fingers bitten off by a horse.
Rev. Mr. Munson's subject for his Sunday evening lecture was "J\1anners and
Dress."
Easter service will be held at the Universalist church next Sabbath.
. Rev. Mr. Hill, of Montreal,
Canada,
father of Rev. J. L. Hill, preached at the
Methodist church last Sabb~th.
Mrs. C.R. Noyes of Boston, has bee_n
visiting in this place.
The outlook for business here this summer is 'l'.ery good. Mr. Alvin Record will
probably put up a large saw mill soon, to
take the place of the old one washed out
by the freshet last winter, and it is hoped
that something will be done at the upper
falls.
An Easter concert will be given at the
Universalist church next Sunday evening.
E. H.A.

Associations.
RuRALIMPROVEMENT
AssocrATION.-Otis Hay.
:rt~~~r:':~:b!·.f';;e~a~:·;r·J.~~m~;~:t~::.ncf.,_';,oit
Gilbert; On Highways, z ..E. Gilbert; On Drainage, A. L. Stanwood.
CAN'rONREFORMCLUB.- ·wm. Child, Pres.;
H.H .Burbank, V.P. Meeting 2d and 4th Friday at
6.30 P, M•
F. & A. M.-Whitney Lodge, No. r67. A. Packard, \V. M.: W. H. H. ·washburn, S. Thursday
onorbeforefullmoon.
d
1
fo~l, c~~~~~;_.~J~~~ro~~ ri:'11'~~;,~:;
D. Brn
J o o F A
t'
k L d No 32
N
L.lVfo;nd~,N:--G.
~t'r'.'ftB~~~~nk,ie.f.°'wedn~sday:

t

C.c;_;\f~s~~fti:MJ~-!t:~1i1N;:/i~rci~~~nwood,

comforters on the back

H~t,-1;.~·.--;-~_hs,:;tt,J~t/i~ 1:'J,~;;.fl,~dsday~·0.

preparing to build an
this season.
is to l,uild a new resi-

R:t,~~~i, ~:~~ ~:r,~;;i;;{_:
w. Thompson, Leader;
P. oF H.-Canton Gra;,ge, No. llo. J. s. Men.
rd
t
~f~~~~:;'~{h~;~~ynolds, Sec. LaS Satu ay

5

i:

dence this summer.
so~~p;~:s ..~.l~~~.!;~i~~-~::,~NT-;Ls~- ThompFlorian E. Foye contemplates
building
BAPTISTCHuRcH.-Rev. w. H. s. Ventres, Pas·
,a shop for the manufacture of edge t~ol~, ~r;..s ~~f!f
1:r~~!\,u~~~~a!:~ds¥~~,1sd~~o~~,:'n~
5
and job work.
ings at 7 .30.
_The only vacant house in the place is
-------soon to be occupied by Mr. B~therel Cary ~ BUSINESS
STATIONERY
and wife.
~
Printed at the 'l'ELEl'H0NE
Office.
SLOCUM.
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CLIPPINGS FOR THE CURIOUS.
SCIENTIFIC SCRAPS.
I
and he thought again that
Mrs. Major Dartburg sank feebly doWD
1
'1Vith:ru.ch• an ·amiable persbn'age • as this [ in an arm~,chair; as she afterward ei<;press-., A.n English experimente finds ,that, ' The words "Old Nick~ come fro~
TBE DI
his motherless little boy would hardly edit, "all the strength w~nt out ~f_her contrary to general opinion,7 ~ gro;9'th of Nikr, the water demon of Scandinavian
J
at the thought of that grrl's malicious
fail to be happy. •
ivy over a house renders the mter1@ren- mythology.
The latest curiosities in natural history ~
"It's a' trial at times," went on: Mrs. maneuvering."
,irely free from moisture.
►'work t
But it was all true, nevertheless-:mil
captured by California hunters are a white
Dartbur"' who was determined td neuWhi1
'f I
Cabins built in the canton of Valois,
beaver, a white deer, and a white mudi
tralize ti~e admiration which bearo:e,J.in Kate Ormsby looked radiantly beauti u ,
Wan
a month afterward, in orange blossoms Switzerland, in the fourteenth century,
Mr. Truxton's eyes, 'as he ·glanced back;
hen.
There
and white muslin as she stood at the of larch timber,
are said to be
over his shoulder toward Kate's queenly
here, anc
D. T. Jewett, of St. Louis, is believed
altar by Mr. Tru:-..-t~n'sside l
still sound. T~e . piles of old Loncreek is
form, ''for her temper is exceedi~gly unto be the only man who ever served a
And if anyone wants to know "what don bridge, bmlt m the year 9oo,ar:
State, w1
certain."
.
•
''one-day term" in the United States
don't kn,
mu
Mr. Trnxton felt himself more and became of them all " we can only say also sound, the water and blue
Senate.
th
owned b
more attracted toward this !lngelic crea- that Kate and her husband arc scarcely of the Thames having preserved em.
but it II
The
longest
single
girder
in
the
world'
The discovery of a hitherto unknown
thousand
ture . and he took the first opportunity to less happy at Truxton Place than•are Bill,
lake in the Persian desert was announced; is the railroad bridge over the Ohio bebankrup1
ask:' ''Whether she was fond of children 1" Jack and little tow-headed Tommy-and
tween
Evansville,
Ind.,
and
Henderson,
nd,
health; t
Geo"I adore them," said the widow, clasp- l\lrs. Major Dartburg is still haunting thct at a late meeting of the Vien
and hear
Ky.
It
is
525
feet
long.
centers of fashion, with a complexion a,t graphical society. It is at least twentying her hands.
is good f
The French say, for good luck, the
"I am glad of that," said Mr. Truxton. brilliant and manners as juvenile as ever! five miles long, and from Mohammeda!l
With an
evidence appears to 4ave dried up after "' first time an infant's• nails are cut put a
flock has
"I have a little boy of my own!"
!
Concerning Pensions.
previous existence, and to have agaiq piece of gold or silver in its hand.
To
nroportic
How transparent is mnn ! ls it any 1
An Examiner of Pensions gives t,he fol~ filled up at a quite recent date.
"thousand
make a baby a good singer cut its nails '\
wqnder that Mrs. Dartburg felt, as she
deal of c
lowing hints concerning applications for
behind a door.
The
amount
of
coal
in
the
Pittsburg:q
roan whc
took off her curls ancl teeth, at half pnst pensions that may be of use to old sol-Belg1·a'IJia.
re"'ion
is
estimated
by
Prof.
Lesley,
o~
The
well
at
White
Plains,
Nev.,
is
~
successfL
twelve, that she had done a good even- diers:
th~ Pennsylvania Geological Snrvey, at down over 2300 feet, and can go no furhorned c
ing's world
Now in obtaining pensions all the Govther until the water, which is seventeen
himself.
It happened that the next day Mr. ernment wants are the facts, simple plain. 30,000,000,000 tons. About 11,000, oo_o
business
and
Truxton took it into his head to go to facts, and then there is no trouble. If 8! tons are now talen annually from this per cent. salt and so heavy that the ropes
bed
of
which
two-thirds
are
bituminous
11nd
tools
float
on
it
and
tl~e
drill
does
a payir
"It seems to me I don't look as well as St. Sebastian's Hall, a select boarding- man can prove that he is suffering from I\ coal and one-third anthracite.
Prof. not penetrate the rock, is shut out.
with the
usual to-night," said :Mrs. Major Dart- house "for boys under twelve,'.' to see disability contracted in the army, andi Lesl~y believes that the oil and gas supthey are
Dr. Hartwell, of Johns Hopkins Uninecessity
his little son.
while on duty, he will get a pension withburg.
"Have you been to Saratoga, pai" out any trouble. He may have proof, say ply will practically cease ten or twenty versity, says that a Geiman soldier can
to the bi
She shook her jet-black curls in a seryears
hence.
scale a twenty-foot wail with his arms and
livelihoo
Tommy Truxton. of two persons, one perhaps in California,
pentine cataract about her fa.ee as she loudly demanded
Evidence
of
the
decay
of
forests
in
"Jack
and
Billy
Ormsby
have
g<Jt
a
sister
accoutrements, or jump bn iron spiked
another may be in Maine. No matter
spoke, and critically surveyed herself in
0
causes a
at Saratoga."
where they are we go and see them and Australia is found in the present exist- fence without getting caught. • Gymnasthe glass.
ence
of
a
few
trees
far
exceeding
iµ
size
And
Jack
and
Billy,
two
apple-checktics are compulsory in , the German
been bor
get their statements. The governmen~
~:I~s.Major Dartburg had been young- . ,-The wa
er, and she hac( been prettier, but she ed urchins of nine and ten, chimed art- gives a man all the opportunity in tho any of those about them, and supp~sed schools.
are few
Fr.om sh1dies in Sicily, Drs. Buchner
world to establish the fact that he is en- to be survivors of a departed race of
was surprisingly' well gotten-up for all lesslv in:
corn me1
giants.
A
tree
twenty-five
feet
in
cir''Did
you
see
our
Kate,
sir?"
and Emmf;:rich find evidence that the octitled to a pension. The claimant is no~
that.
By gaslight you could scarcely
handful
"Who.is your K~tc?" asked Mr. Trnx- required to go to any expense whatever,' cumference, at a height of thirty feet currence of cholera has some connection
have told that she was a day over thirty
humble,
above
the
ground,
was
described·
at
a
I but the <YOVernmeiltstands it all.
Al{
His idea
with the character of the soil, and that
years of age. .And, ns she invaribly took ton, a.mused at then- boy-wa.ys.
of mesc:
"She's lVIissOrmsby," saicl Bill, "a nd that is n:cessary is simply to prove that late meeting of the Royal Society of New it makes its way into the systeril through
the precaution to be accompanied into
corn hus
South
Wales.
it is deserving of a pension. Sometimes
"society" by her compaflion, J11issOrms- she's companioi! to Old Cat Dartburg."
the lungs rather that through the alimenmanufac
"To--whom, dicl you say?" asked th e a man applies for a pension but that does
Captain H. Toynbee, of the London tary canal.
by, whose special duty it was to "observe
to Mexi,
not aive any proof other than his own as- Meteorological Society, has arrived at
Mexican
and conect all mistakes of costume, com- widower, somewhat puzzled.
Since the accession of Pope Leo XIII.
ing at
"He means Mm. ::YfajorDart burg," ex- serti~n.
Now we may believe every the conclusion that clouds of less than forty-four cardinals have diecl. Of the
plexion and curls before other eyes could
rarely r
plained
Jack;
"but
he
calls.her
Old
Cat,
word
he
says
but
cannot
grant
his
claim,
2000
feet
in
thicknes,
are
seldom
accompossibly take note of them, Mrs. Dartcardinals created by Pope Plus IX. twenconserva
because she's so cross to Kate. Kate simply beca:1se there is no legal proof. panied by rain; and if they are it is very ty-six are still living.
burg felt tolerably safe.
lished 01
The
remaining
th e Perhaps the persons whom •he knew he gentle, consisting of minute drops. With
Mrs. Dartburg was a widow in search wouldn't stay there, only she needs
no prog1
thirty-four have been created by Pope
money
to
:,ecp
us.
at
school.
But
,when
could
prove
it
by,
are
dead
or
nobody
them go
a thickness of between 2000 and 4000 Leo XIII. There are now te~ vacancies in
of a rich husband. The deceased major
and lack
had been inconsiderate enough to die me and Bill get big enough to worn:, we knows where, consequently lus claim is feet the size of the drops is moderate. the Sacred College. Cardmal Ncwmau
in a she<
and leave her without an income which won't let the Old Cat torment her any rejected. But this ,does not necessarily With increasing thickness comes in- is the oldest of the c:frdinals. There are
apprenti
was decidedly inc~mpatible with her more."
end the matter, as the claimant may ac- creasing size of the drops, and at the now 1208 dignitaries in the Roman
can boy
"She boxes Kate's ears sometimes," cidentaliy stumble on some proof that he same time their temperature becomes
ready to
wants-and
the only thing left for her
Catholic hierarchy.
does. I
was to marry some one. who could supply said Bill, ~esent;ully, ''.aucl on:e she pull- knew nothing about, and send to Wash- lower, until, when the· thickness is
A rather curious arrangement of the
aftertVI'
ed her hair. K,,te cried awfully. We 1 inoton and revive his claim. On the greutcr than 6000 feet, hail is produced.
the awkward deficiency·.
to die :
hair came into vogue in 1330. The hair
So Kate Ormsby was taken every year went there last holiday to spend a day other hand, a man may assert that he
In a paper on the history of the de- was parted in the middle, two 'very,short
to them
to some gay watering place or brilliantly- with Kate, nud th e Old Cat banged us contracted rheumatism on the 13th day velopment of coasts, a German geologist,
tended f
where sl
round awful-she sai~ she hated _boys!" of December, 1S63. We will go to him Dr. Fiscner, reaches the conclusion that locks being made to curve out on _either,
thronged springs.
friend, t
"That was 'cause Bill found her false :m·d take his full statement, and then ask, where coasts have been formed by the side the forehead, the two hind plaits/
Kat<l was very unlike her put.roness, as
this
lett,
she sat there pale and qpiet in her blue teeth in a gl:i.ss of water," said .Jack, "Can you prove this?" "Oh, yes," he erosive action of waves and streams, ter- were then crossed and lirought urrcler the
Mexican
dress. Her face was oval, with limpid, "and I painted myself up out of her wi.11answer, and then we will ask him races and flat surfaces are the prevailing ears up• the -sider.10f the face, being fas-i
underst~
that no1
!hazel eyes; features pure and straight, dressing box, with rouge and }ily-white, for the nam~s of his witnesses. He will characteristics, with semi-circular bays of tened amo11g the hair which hung loose'.
In 1340 the:
debt.
and masses of raven black hair coiled in to look like an Incliau on the war-path! probably give me two, for instaRce, liv- small radius on terraced coasts and large on the sides of the head.
two
plaits
were
carried
up
the
sides
of
Them
heavy braids at the back of her head. And she took her curls off when she lay ing in different parts of the country. I radius on flat coasts. Where other feaThe
her•
the
face,
having
between
them
and
the
"Insipid looking!" Mrs. Major Dartburg down for a nap, and we played they was will "'0 to one and ask him if he knows tures exist, they are mainly attributable
each sqt
cheeks
a
long
piece
of
straight
hair
cut,
declared. Kate cared very little for the a scalp! Ancl Bill asked her why her that Mr. Smith contracted rheumatism to subterranean
ness it
movements and comIn:
~erdict, as long as her "salary," as :Mrs. hair didn't grow on. her head like Kate's on such a day. He may say: "Well, I paratively recent changes in the level of squa1°e1yto the length of th~plaits.
attend t
captaim
iDartburg preferred to phrase 1t, sufficed dicl !"
remember that Mr. Smith complained of the land, some modifying effects having the frescoes of the chapel of St. Stephens,
Tliese, i
Westminster,
Queen,
Phillippa
and
her
for. the support of her two little orphan
Mr. T~ton ourst out laughing.
itching pains in his leg that morning.
of course been wrought by the sea.
ranch st
three daughters
are represented with
brothers.
"You muSt have re nd ered yourself He had been on picket duty the night behv an al
their hair thus arranged.
"
''No," said Mrs. Dartburg, qucrulous- generally obnoxious!" he exclaimed.
fore and that morning borrowed a bottle
Handwriting for the Press.
his parti
ness to l
.ty, "I don't look as well as usual, and if
He went back to Saratoga on the even- of liniment from one of the boys and
Literary aspirants are given some exis the o,
Mr.Truxton is to be there, I want to ing train-and the first·person he saw, as rubbed his leg for some time." I'll go cellent advice on the subject of hand- Collecting Waste Food from Hotels.
depend,
look·better.
Mr. Truxton has estates in he ascended the steps of the Clarendon to the other witness and he will say, writing
A movemep.t has been started in Lonby the New York Critic's
lings.
the West Indies, owns a yacht and drives Hotel, was Mrs. l\'[ajor Dart.burg, in a "Yes, I remember Smith was complain- "Lounger," who says: "A reader for a don for the collection of waste food from
We"'
a four-in-hand. I tell you what, Kate, fresh toilette of white muslin and blue ing that day. I told him we were going publishing house is almost incapable of hotels, restaurants and other places of
tration,
engagec
Youmust put on a little more rouge on ribbons. While Kate Ormsby sat just to have serious trouble and that he had judging of some stories, owing to th.:· the kind, and its preparation in a palatamorninf
the left cheek!
And, Kate-if
you behind her, with a book in her hand, on better drop back and go to the hospital, careless manner in which they are com- ble form for the use of the poor. It is
appears
.would only leave off wearing those dow- which her dark melancholy eyes were but he said, 'I came here to fight, not to mitted, to paper. A hastily ~rep_ar~d proposed that the kitchens wlJ,ich are to
forth to
dy black dresses! I really am beginning fixed.
go to the hospital.',,
Well, he wili manuscript must have great 111trms1c be established under the plan now maturwho ar
·1eave
tl
to be ashamed of you when we go 'into
"She is beautiful!" thought the mill- suffer from rheumatism after that and I merit to be accepted, unless the author ing shall sell a cup of tea or coffee and a
Mexica1
the ball-room. Do get somethrng new ionaire, but it was not the widow that he know that he contracted it that ni<Yht be well known. I havo known manu- slice of bread and butter or jam for 1
in his
and stylish-a black iron-grenadine, or a was looking at.
while on picket duty, and has two ;iti,cript to be sent to publishers, ':ritten in penny, dinner for 3 pence or 4 pence, and
blerow
China crape."
The days sped by-the widow believed nesses to prove. it, so he gets a pension. lead pencil and with half the lines blur- othl meals in proportion. Kitchens of
way, ar
"I have others to provide for besides, that every one was installing her more If a man is entitled to a pension and ca111.red beyond legibility. I have seen others this sort have been founded in nearly
ment, f
jacket,
myself," said Kate, quietly. "I cannot firmly in Mr. Truxton's heart.
While 'prove it by competent witnesses he has written on immense foolscap sheets in a every European capital, and their success
ico shi
afford the new decorations of which you Kate-but
Kate had such a quiet way no trouble in securing it.
scrawling hand, all blotted and scratched and value have been abundantly proved
gings o
that nobody could really have told how
____
and soiled. A reader should be something by experience.
speak, Mrs. Dartburg."
his leg1
The 'l'hirteen Superstition.
more than a saint who should sit down
"But rm not aware that I am calied she was passing her time.
which·
The first kitchen in Germany was startare kep
One evening 11:Irs.Major Dartburg came
Some of the fashionable people of Boio- to read a manuscript of this sort with a ed at Leipsic in 1849; Berlin followed
upon to support all the beggars and orblue sa
phans in creation!"
said the widow, up to her room, rather "put out" because ion are firm believers in the superstition predisposition in its favor. Then there suit in 1866, and now has fifteen kitchbelt fu
,;harply. "Herc-put
this spray· of pur- :M:r.'Truxton had just dnven his ru,agnifi- which is opposed to thirteen at table. are manuscripts which, while they are ens. In one year they solcl 2,500,000
the in<
ple pansies in your hair-they
are quite cent four-in-hand away from th.e door this often leads to awkward complica- not blotted and soiled, are written in a portions, the price of each portion, ~onmentat
without asking her to occupy th.e vacant tions, for their dinner parties are fre- very small hand, with the lines close to- sisting 0f about three ounces of meat and:
mourning enough, I'm sure."
is a set
over on
Mrs. Dartburg's scarlet-lipped smiie scat.beside him.
quently arranged for fourteen. When gether. These are discouraging to read. a quart of vegetables and potatoes, being:
arm, 3
"Kate l" Hhe said, sharply.'
"Kate this is the case and one of the guests can- But when a reader gets a manuscript only 3 pence. From the start the underwas unwontedly sweet that night, as she
rifle,
courtesied low to Mr. Truxton, the rich Ormsby, what arc you doing! Poring not attend, and docs not apprise the written out pn a type-writer, or carefully taking has been self-sustaining.
As t:
The
over a book of poetry, again, ns I live; hostess of this fact until the day of t!io copied by hand, he approaches it with London scheme proposes also the estabwidower.
off b
hind
"He's handsome," thought the hus- and that lace shawl not draped over the dinner, great exertions are made to ob- feelings of gratitude; and it is the fault 1ishment of restaurants for workingmen,
for str:
tain the one necessary to make up the of the story itself if he finds nothing and clubs where cheap dinners may be.
band Luntress. "Dear me, he can't be white silk dress for the evening!"
but th,
over forty, ancl as straight as an arrow!"
"I thiuk there is still time enough!" original number, and many ladies accept good in it. unfortunately,
an idea has obtained. Why may not New York
ian thi
And she chatted away in her most fas- s:ti.d Kate, quietly.
short invitations in order to help their gained currency that it is 'literary' to have some such system of cheap food
the bi
ci.nating manner as she walked through
"Don't contrnllict me!" said the wiclow fnencls out of their dilemma. When the write a bad hand. I wish to cleny this
will ei
supply-say a central depot, with branchand cl:
the rooms, leaning on Mr. Truxton's arm. in a passion, "or I'U discharge you on one desired cannot be found, it is often point blank. It may have been so in old
es in all parts of the city-from which
water,
"A very agreeable woman," thought the spot._ I've home with your temper convenient for a member of the f~mily to times, when it was 'literary' to wear long
the vie
good, wholesome food may be distributthe millionaire,· "though not as young as qnite long enough."
,
be indisposed. This, of course, makes hair and soiled linen; but the ablest litAbout
ed at riites within the reach of all1
ehe has been I Knows everybody, a.nd
' •In that c:,tse," saiLl Kate, calmly, "we J the number of diner;; even, but it is erary men of this generation turn out
their ,
Such a system would tend to the preventhe ni1
seems exceeding1y amiable. If I shou:d shall both be suited, for I wrts just about doubttul if it prevents any of them from manuscripts that is a delight to read.
tion of waste, and this would be not the
near b
marry again-and,
rea11y, little Tom to notify you of my intention to leave dying within the year.- .. Boston Budvet. Every letter is perfect, every i is dotted,
cooks
least
of
its
advantages.-.Frank
Leslie's.
needs a woman's care when h(l is at home your service."
------every t is crossed."
have
"Auel starve in the gutters?" cried
EYolutlon of the Horse.
for the holiduys--it certainly is -worth
durin~
A l!Iislake Corrected.
Mrs. Major D:trtburg, spitefully.
Professor Schmidt, in a recent work
Jupanese Athletes.
thinking about!"
soup.
"We feel," writes a western editor,
walks
These were the disjointe(l medit:ttions
''I think not," ~aid Kuk, with a half- traces the genealogy of ,the horse tlu·ough
Dr. Oswald says that the superiority ot
are mi
that passed through 1\fr. Truxton's mind smile hovering :,Lout htr iips.
four or six stages of evolution, according Oriental athletes is not so much in their "that an apology is due to Widow
his c:
"vVhat are you going to do, then?"
as the European or American line of de- absolute muscuhir strength, which they Grimes. In our issue of last week we
as he politely listened to the widow's
serape
"I believe I slnll be married soon," scent is followed. Each stage is marked can hardly match against that of the stated that she had eloped with an
chit-chat, and asked questions about the
night'
herde1
~«id Kate, flushi!1g scarlet in the friendly by a. distinct advance in the process of bulky Caucasians, as in what turfmcn. eighteen-year-old man. 'l'he truth was
various occupants of the crowded room.
''Who is that tall girl by the window?• twiiight.
elimination of the toes, of which the one- would call their "staying powers."
In that she was thrown from an eight-ycar' 'My goodness gracious!" said Mrs. toed hoof of the present horse is the final Ohasaka, Japan, a Germ!in traveller saw old mare, which she was ridimg in a
he asked, "with the black eyes ~nd the
Dartburg.
"And what poor fool .would outcome. It is shown that the earliest a pair of rough-and-tumble wrestlers fight lope, and which slipped and fell. Mispretty hair?"
"How strano-c that you should notice be crazy enough t'1 marry yon?"
ancestors of the European horse had three with short pauses for six hours and thirty takes will happen in the best-regulated
her! Why, she is my companion, Kate
"Mr. Truxton!" Kate answered, goad- toes, while those of the American horse minutes, and only quit after their knees newspaper offices; and we are confident
O,msby, a sort of poor relation, whom I ed to frankness by the widow's insulting had four, and in later fossil forms these and elbows were flayed and their faces that when we state the item was sent
keep with me out of pure charity."
to:1e. "·We have been engaged for a are found to disappear gradually until battered out of all resemblance to human over a telephone wire, no other apolog1
"Very kind of you, I am sure," s:i.id week."
tb.e one-toed hoof is reached,
will be needed."
countenances

Forever Younrr.
1The·wild world ha.5tens011 its wny-;
; •The gray-haired century nears it close;
\Its sorrow depens day by day;
The Summer blush forsakes the rose.
]Jut, darling, while your voice I hear,
.Andwhile your dark-brown eyes I see,
Sad months and sunless, seasonsdrear,
Are all the same, all glad, to me.
Despair can never reach me
While your soft hand I hold,
While your eyes love and teach me.
I never shall grow old!
They $11.Y
that love forsakes the old:
That passion pales and fades away;
That even loves bright locks of gold
• Must lose their charm and chnnge to gray.
•But, darling, while your heart is mine,
And while I feel that you are truo,
For me the skies :willever shino
With Summer light and tenderest blue.
Yes, let old-age deride me!
I scon1his mocking tongue.
Dear love, with you beside me,
1 am forever young!

IMr. Truxton,
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ONA SHEEPRANCH.

·s believed
served a
ccd States
the worl<t
Ohio beenderson,

charged up with the missing shee-p. ] T!) eradicate dandrutr, and keep the scalp
Long before daylight he is up and by moist a!)d clea~, use H!'ll's Hair Renewer.
1
the time the sheep begin to mo;e he has bi~e IT~8.,?i
=ni/!~!:,:ck:;:y
~:ito~al~d
TJIEDISMAL EXISTENCE OF THE cooked and eaten his breakfast and is
:MEXICAN HERDERS.
ready to take up the march again. ImagFor <lysp~Bf1t.
lnrlh:-Mtlon.dcprCl!Bion
of •plrine what a picnic a man must have who lt.s anclgeneraldebility, in their vH.riousforms.
11.lso
'1~ a preventivea;n•instfever and ague ancl
•' work that is Too Monotonous
for performs this dreary routine for three other 1i:itc1:m1ttent
fevers.the "l!'erro-Phospl,or'White Men-A
Sheep
Herde1·'s lmndred and sixty-five days in the year. ..t<,'<l El1x1~of Calisaya." made by Caswell.
& Co.,New York, anrl solclby all DrugIn the lambing season his duj;ies are Ha7.ar:d
Wants-The
Daily Routine.
gists, 1sthe be6ttonic; aud for r,atie11tsrecover.
more arduou~ and he is often up all nio-ht. ing fro111 fever, or other t1ick11ess it lJa.s no e<J.ual.
There is a fine sheep country about
here, and the principal ranch on Ualamity Then he must watch for the appear:ncc
1
~{"c1~~~tr'1¥'
'!,f;I,:
0
creek is said to be the largest in the o~ "scab" or any of the other countless b!sV~~{uf~~Ytf
State, writes a Texas correspondent.
I diseases to which sheep are subject and l'latare's own remedy, is purely vegetable, can
report
to
the
,captain,
who
makes
known
=~~tfd'u~~
~~dll~s;/f,:~~i,\~.
c;g~:~.stom,,
don't know the exact number of sheep the fact throngli the regular channel to
owned by the proprietor of this ranch, the ranch superintendent.
If it is the
STOPthat Cough,that tickling in tl1e throat!
but it must run up into the hundreds of scab the sheep arc driven up to the ranch
STOPthat Consumptive Condition!
thousands. T,wenty years ago he wa~ a and run through a dip. I helped dip a
You can be cured! You ca·,'t atrord to wait!
Dr. Killmer's Cough Cure [Co1111,mption
Oil]
bankrupt wool merchant,
in feeble lot of sheep once. It is hard work and
will do it Q,':'i~~end perm~e~~~25 cents.
health; to-day he is a ruddy-faced, hale far from exciting. In fact everything
l11•tan1ly Relieve,!,
and hearty man of seventy, whose check pertaining to sheep is like the foolish anMrs. Ann Laeour, o! New Orleans, La., writee:
1
is good for a hunclred thousand any day. imals, tame and uninteresting. The sheep have
a son who has been slrk tor two years; he has
With an original plant of 500 ewes, his are ehcarcd once a year, usually in May. been attended by our lelldlng physicians, but all to
flock has steadily increased to its pre~ent This is the sheep man's harvest and the no purpose. This morning he had his usual spell or
Manufacturing
Co.,
coughln~. and was so greatly prostrated
in conscl,roportions. and they literally roam on a big pile of wool which rewards him rep- qu.ence that death seemed imminent. We had In the
12
Wes?
Street,
Boston,
house a bottle or Dn. WM. HALL'S BALSAM l<"ORTH8
thousand hills. Sheep require a great resents the nrofits of the business.
Lmms, purc·based by my husband, who noticed your
deal of care and attention, and every
Invite attention to their line of
Some of the herders have dogs, dog3 advertisement yesterday. We aclmlnlatered it and
man who undertakes sheep raising is not peculiar to the frontier, with more or be waa inMtantly relieved'-." ___
_
successful at it. A man who invests in less wolf blood in their veins. They are
Prevent crooke,l hoot.~and blistered heels by
horned cattle will get rich in spite of a. surly and unsocial brute, and far from wearing Lyon's Patent Heel Stiffeners.
himself. It requires a. peculiar sort of handsome. They are susceptible, howIN BRASS and WROUGHT IRON of the
The best Ankle Boot and Collar Pads are
business s;igacity to manage sheep ever, of a high degree of education, and made of zinc and leather. Tr111.?tem.
Latest Designs.
and
make
the
investment their sagacity in the matter of tending
Bronchitis is cureu by frequent small doses
Andirons, Fenders and Fire Sets, Tables and
a paying
one.
A
herder
is sheep is something marvelous. I have of Piso's Cure for Consumption.
Easels in Bras.~,Candlesticks, Scoocw,
with the sheep night and day. Out here
known dogs that would herd two thouJ-01< X.,.T>tS lur •u•·eruolu~•u
L~i. J••per, apply Luu,.
Lamps, etc., etc.
they are principally Mexicans, although rnnd sheep unaided and neTer lose an Publltber.
N E !liixteeu
necessity forces a few white men to turn anima.l. The sheep man oppose dogs.
to the business· temporarily as a means of They say it makes the herders lazy and
livelihood. They never stay long at it, careless. They ne~lect their duty and
CURED BY~
however.
There is an excruciating depend upon the juctgment and sagacity
(No matter of how long
monotony about sheep herding which of the dogs to run things.
stunding) llronchitis, Sore
Lurks tn the blood ot nearly every one, In many
1
causes a white man to wish he had never
Of late years considerable attention cases inherited. Its severest form ls that or runn,nK
; ;"f~~t,
fe~i{sell-:3da~i~~
been born after a few months' experience. has been paid to goat raising.
With a aores en the arms, legs or feet. Dunchea in the Deafness,Difficultllrcathing, Purulent Discharges,
.,.The want.~ of a Mexican sheep herder plant of Mexican nannies and imported elands ot the neck, pimples, cancerous growths,
are few. His ration is a half peck of billies you can in a few years ~rade your swollen jolnt!i and thickening ot the upper llp are ~i~~'fi
t~ufi~'a~~o~~~1
corn meal, a handful of salt and a double flock up to a point where their raising is other svmptoms.. Hood's S.uH.aparUla bas had won- •rwang, Oll'ensive Breath.
derful success 1n curing ocrofula.. It thoroughly
Restores the Voice and
handful of chiles per day. With this more profitable than sheep farming.
eradicates the humor from the blood and gives 1t
Senseof Smell, Improves
humble commissariat he will keep up life. There 1s ready sale for the meat, and the new vltallty and richness.
the Eyes, Cleansing und
Healing the Organs of the
His idea of luxury is an occasional dram long, fleecy wool fetches a high price. A
Albert Estes, 2S East Pine Street, Lowell, Ma.~a.
nnd 'l.'hroat.
of mescal or ayondiente and plent:i, of friend of mine, who has been on the had been troubled with scrofulous humor rrom boy• HeadInstant
Hellef.
corn husks and tobacco, out of which he frontier since Texas was a republic, ns- hood, and in the summer ol 1884had a large running
50e. DJ:tlGGIST3
OJIBYMAIL.
sore on bis leg. On taking Hood's Sarsaparilla the sore
manufactures that indispensable accessory sures me that a man can get rich on goats. gradually disappeared and be bas hall no inl11cation
Send ( cents, In stamps,
for trial sample. Dr. A. F.
to Mexican well being, the cigaro. A -Phil,a,delphi.a 1'ime&.
or the humor 1dnce.
0
Mexican usually engages in sheep herdMrs. Wm. McDonald, Wooster, Ohio, tor 18 months
~~8!~~neici st:.N~i;:s,
sutrered with scrofulous i,;welllng or the glands in
ing at a tender a~e, ~d once began
A Novel 'l'orpedo Boat.
Testimonials on application,
the neck. Hood's Sarsaparilla gave immediate rellet,
rarely relinquishes 1t. .A Mexican is
New torpedo vessels are invented and
conservative aad content with the estab- perfected at such a rate that it is hard to the swelllngs being largely redm.:eU. She thin.k..5
6')5 YE!RSIN
lished order of things. They have made keep track of them all, says a London there ts nothing equal to it.
no progross in 250 years. This factl_Ilakcs letter to the New York Tel,eg,-am. The
Hood's Sarsaparilla
/1=
them good sheep herders. Conservatism last, ancl apparently the best, is a little Sold by a.II drn~gistl!!I. $1; elx for $:i. Prepa.red only
~~~~!:i~~~~: ,l~!:,:~i::,
&•l!xl!!~~
and lack of p gre,s are prime requisites sixteen-foot vessel, costing under $1,000. by(). I. HOOD k CO., Apotbeca,,ios, Lowell, .\>lass.
~die• for all di1ea.•e•. Wri,ten by
-' farmer for fumeu.
2S, eta. jn
in a sheep herder. After a year's faithful It is driven by a chemical gas engine,
I 00 Doses One Dollar
1tarop1. or on~ ct. a r• .. r for n,y
apprenticeship at sh~cp herding a Mexi- and is not intended to carry a crew.
experi•nce.
~\ 50 page 111. Cir. free.
....!IIIB!ili!,;m,,, A, M. LANG, Cove Dale,Xy.
can boy ha.s the trno.c learned and is When an enemy's iron-clad is sighted,
Ul
Suuny
ready to peon himself for life. He usually the proper course for this little torpedo
does. I have known a Mexican herder, is obtained, and electric contact points
GreatEngl!sh Gout and
Luis.
ID tSH .it ra Rheumatic Remedy. ThP. mo:,;t Wonde1:fu.l A(lrfruilurul
lt:.1.rk in AmPrlca..
after t'll'r '.y-five years' faithful service, are set on each side ef the compass neeOval llo::<, Sl,00;
reand, SO eta.
1
11
to die as many hundred dollars in debt dle. Once launched, any deviation from
t~;~~~n'1~~d
Jt({~~~:,~e;~~:,J
J~~J
\f~~~ltfi~e°i~/~~~~~
raised In 188.'i. Thou!lflluds
of Act·e" ufGovera•
7'hi• , •• ,,,.dEnLiy
powcler, co11(afos no inju1'iou•
o.Lru~• ""~ ,..a., ·,w uJjo,o..<iue OH
to the man whose flock he has carefully the marked course will therefore cause
anent Land, s1.HJject to prf'ClllJlUnn •lnd homestead.
Lands !or sale to actual ~~ttler~ at $-'i.lll per Acre.
tended for a quarter of a century. That is the compass needle to touch one of the
J~ong 'fJwe. Pa..-k ilTlgated t,_v Immense canal.:;. Cheap
where sheep herding pays. I suppose my contact points; the rudder then responds
railroad rates. E.very attention shown settlers.
For
maos, patuphl<'~. etc., a ,<tress 'COLORADO 10,-ND &:
friend, the sheep king, from whose ranch to this touch, and the torpedo is brought
LOAN ~.:!_Upf"J:a HO!ll'lf! nlo~k. DP.1:1~~- ._;~-=~
this letter is dated, has in his employ 250 ba.ck to its line of attack, As the torMexican herders, or rather Mexicans who pedo travels under water, the enemy canWHEN APPLIED
understand herding, and I venture to say not see and thus avoid it. Suppose, howthat not one of these 250 is out of his ever
that
the
attacked
ironclad into the nostrils will be absorbed,
debt.
cha~ge.s its course after the torpedo is effectually cleansing the nasal pasThe most rigid discipline is maintained. launched 1 Then a powerful magnet fas- sages of catarrhal
virus, causing
The herders are divided into squads and tened to the movable electric contact healthy secretions.
~
~rJ
each squad has its captain, whose busi- points i attracted by the huge mass of
It allays inflammation,
protects
• 'Dll) ,.,,,_
ness it is to see that the men under him iron in the ironclad and swings to the
attend to their duty. Over these squad rudder-directing points around until the the membranal linings of the nasal
colds, completely
iiJ!~
captains are other and higher captains. compass needle is set toward the iron- cavityfromfresh
Tliese, in t.urn, are looked_ after by the clad !lgain. A new course is thµs auto- heals the sores and restores the
ranch superinteno.ent, who is surrounded matically set, which the torpedo follows senses of taste, smell and hearing.
bv an able staff of assistants, each with until the ironclad again changes its Beneficial results are realized by a
his particular portion of the great busi- course. Only superior speed will enable few applications.
ness to look after and manage. Over all the ironclad to avoid the torpedo, which
It quickly
cu11es Cold in the
is the owner of the ranch, who. you may follows every manreuvreof its enemy, until
depend, keeps a sharp eye after his hire- at last contact with the ironclad ex- Head and Catarrhal Headache.
A
thorough
treatment
will cure
plodes fifty pounds of dynamite and both
lings.
We will suppose, by the way of illus- torpedo and ironclad perish together.
Catarrh.
tration, that a practical herder has been To avoid magnetic influences the torpe_do
A particle of -the Balm is applied
en"':wed to run a flock and early in the vessel is built of papier mache. A dip- into each nostril.
It is agreeable
ma
miming, as the first gray streaks of da~vn ping needle, set. by means of cont;act to use-convenient
and cleanly.
appears in the Eu stern sky; he salhcs points, so that 1t operates a ver~ical
It ha8 cured thousandsof acute a,ndchroniccaseswMrt -0.U other so-calledremediP-s
havefai.lf,d.
forth to take charge of his woolly flock, rudder, keeps the torpedo at any ~csir~d
It cau.~esno pain. Two numUts' treatment in each pael<aoc.Sold by tve111
Dru,oc,i8t or sent by mail
who are just beginning to awake and distance below the water durrng its
'leave their bedding place. If he is a course. There is only one difficulty with on Receipt of Priu.
Mexican he looks extremely picturesque this torpedo. Its brain mechanism ~oes
in his bright blue jacket, with its dou- not
distinguish
between
fne?-d
ble row of silver buttons, which, by ¥ie and enemy. It may be set to dynamite
way, are not for use, but solely for ornn- the Novokoff, but if the Iron Duke
Sf
FiM
ment for a Mexican never buttons his crosses its path before the Novokoff is
REGULATE
YOUR
SYSTEM
AYD
PURIFY
YOUB
BLOOD.
"CHICHESTER'S
ENGLISH."
jack;t, else he would hide his gaudy cal- reached, then the torpedo abandons purTbe Original
and Only Genalne.
ico shirt. On his nether limbs are leg- suit of the Russian vessel and blows up
late and.alw•J• Reliable. llewareorworthle&a
Imlt&tlont.
gings of leather or buckskin to protect the British ironclad.
In other words,
~~b-:!i~;.
k:.'al-..~~;d
t!t:~/!~,}t:rufn~~~
his legs from the sharp thorns through it "dcsi"'nates" the first thin"' within
(n&.napa) t.o u• for parl.iculara ifl U'ttor by retuni
•all.
which he will be forced to march. These reach, ,vhether friend or foe. A~ opposed
NAMEPA';fi'kM~~f::a~!,.<;:.•;-~~~':"P•
are kept in place by~ crimson, orange or to torpedoes, four 120-ton Kr~pp guns,
11
During the past four yenni I hnve been troubled
lo~!,!Y.E1!:tf.f?:tr.:::i:7,~_l_ll~
~tke''!;.llo~t~~.
blue sash, over which is buckled a broad guaranteed to throw five miles a canwith Boils. Humors broke out all over my face
The Acme contnlns 114-Amcrlcau
and ski11. I used to dig Burdock root, steep' nnd
belt full of cartridge,.
On his head is non ball weighing a ton, are _among the
all WITH JUUSIC,and is entirely
take 1t. The ground was frozen so hard last
d1n·erent from u.ny other collectlvn.
the inevitable sombrero, with its orna- latest and biggest navy experiments.
Also, 100 Song~ oC the }!ay, i.ncludlng w.ait
winter that I could not dig it, so tbe next thing I
mentation of gold and silver lace. If he
tlll Clouds Uoll By,·• .. Spring '1'1me and Rob1111
;
eonld do was to get some of your Burdock Bitt.ers.
have <.::ome,"° Climbing up ~e Gol_dcn Stal~s,'
is a sensible man his sernpe will be tied
One bottle did me so much good I C'oncludedto try
Inventor of tltc Lightning-Rod.
''Peek-a-Boo!"
''When J<ob1na 1--est Aga111,•
over one shoulder and under the opposite
the second, 11,udfinally the third effe<'t.ed
u full and
"J'fl .Awnlt My Love," etc. lloth books,. and cata•
One of our German contemporaries de- Jogucs of music, novelties, et~.. :f're~, 011 receq>t of 15c.
perfect cure. I have gained over thirty pounds in
arm, and he will carry a Winchester
N. U. TltlJtKT,4(18
WRsh1ngton St., lloston,Musa.
tlesh.
I recommeud them to nil my friends.
voted
recently
some
space
to
the
experirifle, and a
sharp butcher
knife.
C. W. FULLER,Topsfield, Mass.
As the
sheep
begin
to
move ments of one Procopius Diwisch, and deoff he saunters slowly along
be- tails a number of interesting devices produced
by
him.
Among
t~em
the
~i~htB. n. B, cures Slck IIeadaclie,
reBtores
I,ost Appetite,
.Aids Digestion
hind them keeping a sharp loolrnut
aPut pr,sitivelv
for stragglers.
Sheep do not travel fa_st, ning-rod occupies a promme)1t pos1t1~n,
~ut they keep moving. At about mcnd- and Diwisch's biographer claims for him
CURES
DYSPEPSIA.
1an they will begin to feed back toward the priority of invention in this field, on
I nm now using your Burthe bedding place.
There the herder the strength of the fact that he erected
A bnd rash broke out all
dock l:llood Bitters for my
over me, and I tried ~ great
will eat his humble dinner of tortillas such a contrivance in his garden in 1754.
Humors and Pimples. I find
m9:nyremedies, but got no
and chili, washed down by a draught of So far as dates are concerned Diwisch can
them n 11,1ost
efl'octive remrelief. At last tried your
water, if he is fortunate enough to be in by no means be counted a~ the original
edy for bad blood. J. QUIRK,
Burdock Blood Bitters·
South Hadley Falls, Mass.
the vicinity of a spring or water hol\). Jacob in the lightning-rod business, as
they purified my blood
For all Humors in the
and gave me great relief
About sundown the sheep will reach the thing had been done some time beBlood I c:au testify tba t your
in a short time. I shall
their camp and be~in to select beds for fore by several others, and the idea of
Burdock Blood Bitters is unnot be without them. MRS.
the night. The herd.er has a rude shelter drawing sparks from the clouds had been
• surpasseu. 1 recommend
R RECTANus,106 Center
them to all. E:&lF:LlNE DANnear by. He builds himself a fire and suggested by Franklin in 1~49_. Indeed,
Ave., Pitt,;burg, Pa.
records
show
that
before
Diw1sch's
date
IELS,
Groton,
Ct.
cooks his tortillas.
Possibly he may
July rn, 1885.
two houses in Philadelphia were struck
have killed a quail or a jack-rabbit
during the day If so he makes a savory by lio·htning during a thunder storm, and
B, B, n. c1wcs Pimples,
:::.~':fc,J~!~.
11;:-:;f:':'!'}•
Humors,
Flesluvm·ms,
11
soup. 'rhen he smokes his ciga.ro and the o":icprotected l,y lightning-rods was
BLOOD
DSSEASES.
walks around the flock to see that none not injured, while the other was severely
are missing. If all is well he returns to dama"'ed. We might enter more into
his camp, and, rolling himself in his the d~tails of this question, but priority
I baYe been troubled with a rasli or hnmor:· very severe, too-for more tbsn fifteen weeks,
serape, lies rlown. He may have a goocl claims on modern inventions must now
.'~and all the m~didnes I took did me no good. Burnight's sleer, and he may not. A careful be handled so frequently that our readers
dock Blood .81!.terswas recommended to me. I
herder will be aroused if a single sheep will pardon us fo~ refusing to dig up
bought some, and it helped me greatly; yet I was
Justice must be done
moves and will immediately rise up to dead issues.
not entirely cured. I went to my druggist, pnr•
chase,! another bottle. which cured me porfectly.
see what is the matter. If a bear or a thouo-h the heavens fall, bnt. sometimes
I now attend to my duties at school without
cougar or ti 15er cat is lurking about he the ,~ish is heard faintly that the heavens
trouble.
Will hunt for the varmint and either kill would fall on a few of the men who had
ELLEN J. KR.A.YBILL,
"done
it
oefore.
"-Electrical,
lVorld.
him or frighten him away. Above all
•
lift. Joy, Pa.
things, he must guard against a stamA woman made the first· orange box in
pede, for if the timid sheep once get
California
anclha,
built
up
an
industry
started then: is no stopping them-the
h'.!rd would become scattered, many in box-m~king thi1t amounts to 50,00tJ
Would be lost,. and the herder would be boxes a year.
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Bred and For Sale.

I·+

LAND
FORSALE.

ing-

,.,

The undersigned offers for sale the followingdesoribed lots of land:
.
:No. 1.-Part of lots No. 15 and 16, in
Fox 1s Grant1(so called) in Peru 1 estimated
to be about 110 aores, and well-known as
the ELBRIUGE GAMMON FARM.
No. 2.-Tbe TOBIN F AIUl,(so called)
comprising about two lots and estimated
at 160 aores, also in Peru, near Worthley
Pond.
The 11.bovelots, not being required for
die purpo,.<ies
of Herdsdale Farm, will be
sold at a t>rioe whioh will make them I'
profit.ableinvestment for any one de,iring
fi.rst-clnsspnsturage.
For price etc., apply to Charles Vickery,
Manager Herdsdale FarmLCanton,Me.

0

,;pa

•

MAR.IE. WARD.

Canton, Sept. 10, 1885.
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both ludic- them from the tracks ·and cast them to
pieces in a shapeless mass. The iron.rails
were torn from the ties ,and twisted like
the
smallest wires. Telegraph poles were
~OJourn 111 the habiliments and adornment
torn up and the wires twisted into curious
of_ vexing red color, and millinery trim- masses. The freight house was totally
m111gspatterned after the ·vegetable king- wrecked. The roof was lifted and blown
dom, rest assured that either the red will several hundred feet; the sides next sucarouse the vindictive imperiousness on the cumbed, and over $3,000 worth of freight
was whirled through the air and thrown
one side, or that the vegetable imitations into heaps, and scattered piece-meal over
will stimulate the voracious appetite on an area of a quarter of a mile. Fifteen
The operthe other side, of the animal kingdom, to freigh_t cars were demolished.
ators 1n the telegraph office and employes
the danger point, which will occasion the at the freight honse saw the cyclone comsummary of my prophesy.
ing and fled into the cellar, a11d thus escaped.
BRIEFLETS.
A THRILLING RIDE.
The East Boston Ferry directors are unIt was 8.30 in the evening when the
der a cloud.
special car arrived from St. Paul and MinNew York aldermen, past and present', neapolis.
The run was made in two hours
through a fearful thunder storm.
The
are noted men.
Horse and
Cattle Pow<l~r
sold
this of
connMi'.'.}field has resided in New York 51 skies hung low with clouds as black as the
a well-known
that inmost
the
tryIt islsworthless:
that fact
Sheridan·s
Condition
•
curtains of Kedar, and zigzag ,stre;!J<.·sof
l'owc!cr is absolutely pure OlfdYen· Ya!uable.
'
•
,
_
years. It is not wonderful that he has ac- lightning made livid rifts in the black pall,
Nothing
on Earth ·will 1nlike hens
quired Gotham habits.
la.y like Sheridan's
Condition
Pow-while peals 'of thunder shook the air.
der. Hosf:, one teaspoonful to t>ach pint of
Heavy under-clothing
affords but a Through the air drove a torrent of hail and
li•lod. It ,nll ;ilso positively prevent
anri cure
Tio~ ('holera, &.c. S~Jd p,·erywherc. or sent b.vruail for2,1c. in
1
rain ·with sufficient force to almost break
fluctuating comfort.
~\l;~:R~i-s}~~~~ijs]tt'.'J~n~~~~·
Ss~l.~O&
the car windows, but, undaunted, through
Senatorial succession sound~ wake the the oottling elements the locomotive drove
echo of our political depths.
at the rate of 35 miles an hour. Along the
We recently met Charles Harvey.
He road were signs of terrible storms apparent
on either hand, and the streams, turbid
resides in So. Boston.
and swollen, had burst o,·er the confines
\-Ve also have a friend .who recently met of their banks and covered the prairies until the country had the appearance of a
Frank Richardson of Canton, in town.
May I ask "N. II. C." to include the world of angry waters.
THE KILLED AKD WOUXDED.
"Howe Brook Valley" items in his contriRevised estimates of the killed and
bution to the "Our Xeiglibors" column, wounded are: St. Cloud, rs killed, 40 inLucas & Bishop wish to inform the public tliat they are prepared
to furnish
jured; Sauk Rapids. 30 killed, roo injured; anythi11g iu.their Jiue at Boston prices, as they exchange gooas manufaetured
and oblige a friend?
_by
SHOMER. Rice's Station, 22 killed, number of injur- themselves for goods i11 tlie Watcl1 and ,Jewelry llue, which enables tllem to g1ve
ed yet unknown.
better prices than ever. Just cousider some of our prices.

and serious. For; if the maids and
.¢md[1!t. ¢e!e~ho11~
.. rous
matrons_of our city attempt their country

BOSTON, April q, I886.
Nothing can be more conclusively exemplified or more emphatically promulgated in civil affairs, than the protest made
at the re-union of veterans of the Third
Army Corps in Boston on Fast day, the
8th inst., both in Music Hall and at the
Revere House banquet, by those vetel'ans
against unjust and uncalled for criticism
that has and is being made by literary
soldiers
·ho seem to possess no souls, upon the part acted by the Third Corps ·and
its commander, General Sickles, at the ever memorable field of Gettys burgh, July 2,
1863; and also more especially against the
revered memory of that noble commander,
General Hooker, as to habits l'n the use of
whiskey to excess while in command of
the Army of the Potomac at the Chancelorsvjl[e campaign.
"\Vhile I am ready to
say upon this as upon any occasion, that
if one dram of whiskey was drank by Gen.
Hooker while in command of that noble
army, it was to the full extent of itself and
all its i~fluences; one dram too much. Yet
I am convinced that the misfortunes of the
arm,t at Chancelorsville cannot be justly
attributed to drunkenness on the part of
General Hooker.
General Butterfield's
testimony as to the habits of General
Hooker, and of h;s condition at _Chance[:
orsville, is of especial value to the truth
seeker when properly analyzed and ~,iewed
in its true aspect, viz: that he was General Hooker's chief of staff, and that there
was no personal preferences between them
of any sort, other than that of individual
soldierly merit, calling for mutual appreciation on the part of each. General Butterfield boldly asserts that intemperance
was not a habit or a single incident apparent in General Hooker during all their relation in the service. The re-union was a
happy success in every detail. "Shomer"
was in attendance; thanks to the courtesy
of Col. Walker, of the old Fourth Maine,
who was one of the committee and kindly
remembered us. We had the privilege of
marching up School street under the marshalship of Col. Walker, whose chief in
this muster was Col. Lakeman of the Third
Maine. This thought occurred to me:
vVhat a feast for the eyes a11d solace for
the heart it would be for the living members of those organizations, the Third and
Fourth Maine Regiments, if they could enjoy what I rejoiced at for having fallen to
my lot that day. There may be some
among my readers who will feel glad that
, they were thus rememben:d.
The first ten clays of April have been
days in which has transpired events both
great and direful.
The Gladstone Manifesto, the abnormal result in the strike at
East St. Louis, the Tunnel railroad accident, and the burning of the Pemberton
Mill at Lawrence. Many of the TELEPHONE
readers will remember the falling of this
mill 26 years ago.
Sept. 22, 1886, is the date set for the
grand parade of Patriarchs
Militant in
Boston, in honor of the Sovereign Grand
Lodge 1. O. of O. F., which will be in session here at that time.
Little Rhody will have to be hereafter
classed among the ultra prohibition
commonwealths.
Her vote for the prohibitory
amendment was a genuine surprise to all.
Temperan~e
people of note say that the
people of Massachusetts
can carry, and
will just as soon as the opportunity comes,
a prohibitory amendment to her constitution, which I trust is so. But it must be
rememberecl that a State of many cities
presents a more difficult problem to solve.

And BlowUpwith the Country.

r·jt07,1Jg~t~i;,M~

We will sell Wm. Ellery 11 jewelled key winding Watches, 3-ounce silver case,
for $12.00.
Broad way 7 jewelled iii silver case, for ~8.00-uickel
case ~6-?0· . :N~7 ~lgi11, 7 j~wels, in niekel ease for $6.50, iu silver case $8.00.. ~o. 13 Elgrn,, ~u ::louuee silver case for-$1.l.00.
Hockford, Hampden,
aud llhno1s Watch_ Co.·s at
proportiouately
low pri<;es.
Knights of Labur Pius from ::lf>~ents ~u $:.l.00. We
alsu Jmyc a 1iuc line or Knives, Forks and :::;puuus at the tollow111g pnces:

Rumfora
Falls
&Buckfield
R.R.

TIME-TABLE.-In Effect Oct. 12, '85.
ST. CLOuD, April 15.
GOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
The city of St. Cloud, situated in the
Lve, A. ~1.-:".tXD
:u:\1L
Lve,
central part of Minnesota, ,vas visited yes- Gilbertville,
9 oo
P. ~w.~- :vr
4 15 9 10 Boston,
7 oo terday afternoon by a tornado, the ghastly Canton,
*Fuller Road,
!
P. 11,1.
effects of which have never been equalled, Hartford, • 4 40 9 25 Portland,G.T. A.7 :vi.
20 1 30
unless by the harvest of death, which oc- Sumner,
4 55 9 32 Lewiston, "
8 50 z zS
I
Mechanic F'ls 10 45 3 10
curred at New Ulm and Rochester a few *\Varren R'd,
_years ago. The community is groaning !{;~ttae;Jft,d,
5 30! 9 5c -~~~:~~!if:.~;(
11 05 3 23
under an affliction that is intensified as Hebron,
5 45 10 02 }lebron, . . JI 30 3 35
each hour brings to light fresh evidence of *Bearce R'd,
*Packard R'd, P.)1.
\Yestl\,finot,
6 IOIO 16 Buckfield,
12 15 3 50
the terrible work of the winds.
[arrive.
*\'\'arren R'd,
A few minutes after 4 o'clock yesterday ~echanicF'ls
6 30-10 28 Sumner,
12 35 4 04
afternoon the sky became overcast with Lewiston,
7 40111 15 Hartford,
12 50. 4 10
P. M. *Fuller Road,
darkness.
A cloud in a great black mass
Portland,
S 25,12 05 Canton,
1 10 4 25
arose over a hill southwest of the city, and
P. :\1.1
[arrive .
came with terrible velocity toward the Boston,
1 T_:i 5 IC Gilbertville,
4 35
western outskirts.
It moved in a ditect
*Trains stop ooJy on signal.
line for the Manitoba freight yards.
The
STAGE CONKECTIO:XS.
clouds hung low and rolled over and over
AT "\YEST l\llrNoT.-Daily,with
mail train,for lie
with a movement like that of an immense bran
Academy, 2 1-2 miles.
•
snake. These movements were accompanAT BucKFIELD.-Daily,
with mail train, for
ied by a loud roaring and cracking sound Chase's lYiills 4 miles, Turner 6 miles, Xe>. Buckthat resembled the noise of a fearful con- field 3 miles, and '\Vest Sumner 7 miles.
AT GA:N'T0N.-Daily, with mail train, for East
flagration.
The cloud was funnel shaped,
Peru 5 miles, '\Vest Peru 10 milcs,Dixfield IO miles,
and the point dragged along the ground Mexico
15 miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxbury
like the tail of a huge beast of the air, lashing everything. that came in its path into :~ 1roi;~~~J·~~1152~w:~~~~~!~~~~~~7'; 1~~J~~les. AlAT GILBERTVILLE.-Daily,
with mail train, for
atoms. The citizens had hardly time to
flee to their cellars and seek other points Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,
L. L. LI:N°COLN, SuPT.
of refuge before the whirlwind was upon
them. The air was filled with flying
boards, shingles, bricks and other debris,
that was strewn over the country and piled
in promiscuous heaps.
• The tornado came from the southeast
and moved in a northeasterly direction until it reached the rive,·. There its course
was diverted, and it followed the river
banks until it reached the Sauk Rapids,
wliere it diverged to the left, p:1ssing diHaving l~ased Canton_ Skating Rink, I
rectly through the centre of that town.
shall open 1t MaJ rst, with
At St. Cloud the utmost excitement prevailecl. "\Vomen and children tied from
their ~ouses and rushed aimlessly about in i of differeot styles, consisting of Open and
t~~ midst of the dar~ ~loud of d~st_and de- Top Buggies, Express and Concord Wag~
b11s com?o~ed of sboa1d~ and b11ck_- M~n ons, Spring Boards, etc., and can furnish
_!'?st then p,_esen:e o!' mmd and stoo? .n at short notice any kind of carriao-e
not in
0
~::~~c~e~~~;:1active m the presence of the stock.
1

Rogers & Bro. best, $,LOOper dozen;
.::iilver r·Jate Co., :.l.50:

Rogers 2d, 3.50;

Shetfield 2.00; Standard

Masonic: Odd Fellow, and all othP,r emblems at low pr:icei;;f~r cash.
,ve h'.we
a full line of Chains, Charms, Bar pins, Pius and Drops, either 111 plate, crape. Jet,
s.tone or solid gold.

I

Anything

Fine

vVatcli Repairing
in all its b1-anches, ~lso Sewing Ma~hzne and
Jlfode/s built at short notice, and all kmds small klachzne
J;Vork done in a workmanlike manner.

LUCAS &, BISHOP,
Canton, Me.

AnotherChange
INTHEADMINISTRATION.

G. W. MOORE'S

I50

The tornado was hardly noticed before it
was on the two places in all its fury, and
people were not warned of their danger before it was at hand. They fell like g_rain
before the reaper's sickle. The portion of
St. Cloud struck by the tornlldo was the
southwestern
and the residence portion,
occupied by the laboring class of people. a
majority of them being foreigners employed on the railroads.
Their dwellings were
light buil( houses, and became an easy
prey to the monster. They were like cockle
shells in the grip of the whirl wind, and
were picked up and tossed in the air and
rent into a thousand pieces and :;catterecl
to the four winds of the.heaven.
The earth
was plowed up in the line of the cyclone
and the path over which it passed to a
width of nearly a quarter of a mile, looks
as though it had been upheavecl bya terrible volcanic eruption.
It had hardly begun its terrible work before it was finished, and the scene that greeted the eyes of
those who had escaped its fury was 01,e
that caused the stoutest heart to shudder.
Cries and shrieks of the wounded rent the
air, and the ground was strewn ·with the
bodies of the dead. Among them were
stalwart men, \Yeak ·women and weaker
children.
Citizens almost to a man rn.shed to the demolished districts, and, summoning physicians, began _their . work of
rescuing those who were still l1vmg from
beneath the piles of dirt and falling buildings.
Brainard was promptly telegraphed to
for medical help and she immedi:).tely responded by sending a dozen physicians
and surgeons by a special train, but it was
late in the evening when they arrived on
the scene. St. Paul and Minneapolis \\·ere
also appealed to, and a special car was sent
out with 23 surgeons and physicians for
the· scene of the clisas ter.
A TERRIBLE

SCENE.

On the grounds the scene was a ghastly
one. The rain poured down in torrents
and hundreds of men wandered over the
ground, many of them carrying lanterns,
searching for bodies among the ruins. The
hotel lobbies were filled with excited citizens, many of whom yet suspected that
some portion of their families or thei1·
friends had fallen victims to the terrible
disaster.
Women, seemingly unconscious
of the rain that was falling, were in the
streets, and, ignoring the gutters and turbid streams, glided through the streets,
sobbing and mou:ni_ng in their fright. The
1
There are 22 cities in the Bay State, with sc1:eti:fi:,~a~~sc~t~\:~
·cyclone stood the
'.'early half as many more towns of ro,ooo Manitoba freight house and car~ filled with
111hab1tants.
'freight.
Dowi:i, on them the wmd po~nc\,\'hen summer ,·acations begin, prepare eel, and, grasp111g the heavy cars, lifted

CARRIAGES
·

~lit1\iiRlS)
~~~:\:I\.

are hereby notified that the Hardware firm of ~ou1d &_Holman
is dissolved, and that E. F. Gould & Co. will contmue the
business at Harlow Block as heretofore.
Here you will find the usual line of Stoves, Tinwan,,
Shelf Hard ware, etc. All in want of Sap Buckets
call
now and examine stock and prices. vVe can give you a good
trade. Tinware exchanged for rags and old rubber.
Also
Bowker's Phosphate for sale. Builders supplied with Paints,
Oils and Hard ware at short notice.

Harnesses ..
I have in stock all kinds of harnt>ss,
both double and single, track and road
harnesses.
Trunks, Valises,Whips,Blankets,Robes,
Horse Boot,, Bandages, and everything
usually kept in a first-class harness sh.op.

exchanged

for old ones.

Every Carriage and Harnes3 warranted
as represented.
Prices to suit the times.

fP
8

Honest Goods at Honest Prices.
~
7/
,s_ m

~~ 8

~(!J;HI/18~

LIVERMORE

Atthe BrickStore,

CLAIRVOYANT.
Dr. A. L. PI·ERSON'S
A POSITIVE

CURE

Another lot of St. Lon is Flour. at $6.00
cash on delivery. and I will say without
fear. it is one of the best I ever owned.
Don't turn a cold shoulder, but try it.

FOR ALL

Another lot of that 30 ct. Molasses,
takes the cake evt>ry time.

which
FEMALE WEAKNESSES,
Will Cure when Everything Else Fails.

Dry Goods, Groceries,
Patent Medicines

DR. WA NER'SCORALINE
CORSET.
This is boned with new

ir°1t~s:ic:~JJO~,
ckt£~~l~
material

1
anf1~~t~e~MM~dt!
,1..,if/!;8~,vho·m ill letters of inquirv or orders should be addressed.
PRICE PER BOTTLE, 75 cts. 3-20

would announce to th" citizensofBrittun's
Mills and vicmity that they havB in stock
a full line of

WANTED!

100 ]-,AMILIES
TO MAKE

called Coraline. which is vastly
superior to horn or whalebone.
It cannot break, but will in every instance outlast the corset.
It is more pliable than
whalebone. so adapts itself more readily
to the movement of the body.
All macle
of superior material and warranted in ev'"ry respect.
Price $1.00.

Cash.

Remember the yard-wide

HOTEL SWASEy, <J.B. Brid~ham.,
CANTON, ME~

Canton,

TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.

~
CANTON, ME.

Euck:fieldVillage, Me.
Oftlce

a;t Residence

OTIS
T.ALLEN,
Proprietor.

E .. W. ALLEN,

~

M. D.

Where al orders should be left, and his
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9

The location of this House is unsurpassed for convenience to travellers in
pursuit of business or pl_easure. Uncl~r
the present managea.1ent, its patrons will
be assured of first-class fare and modern
conveniencies.
3-35
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W. F. PUTNAM,
Di.xfield,

C. F. TOWLE,
LITTLE
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COATS

A large lot of good Prints at 5 ets. per
Sewing Machines furnished if wanted yard.
and the v.ork delivered at your homes.
Country Produce taken in exchange for
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Miti;hell,
goods, at market prices.
O~e price to all
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
persons, under the ~ame circumstances.
Tricot Flannels at 55 cts. per yard.
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
51 tf
Please call and ask prices.
3-38

and Fancy Goods, C:heapfor

Keene'~
ave an~clth antown of

E.F.GOULD
.&CO.,
·CANTON,
ME.

Compound,
NEWCARRIAGESVegetable
and harnes,es

CoR.

vlIKE.

we do not have in stock we can furnish at short notice.

Opposite the Depot,

en would
lleyRobken from
go by a
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t Friday
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~y•s boat
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1s worth
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MUSIC STORE,

Spring St., Canton, Me.,

Maine.

Manufacturer

From the best makers. •
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DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES,

CLAZED

WINDOWS.

All kinds moulded and plain.finish. balu stero:, Newells,Brackets.&c.
Also chamber and dining-room fnrnitnre Chambe1
Sets and Extension Tables a specialty.
Job bing done promptly.

PIANOS
& ORGANS,

I have Peerless and Stanley organ which
I st>ll at reasonab le•prices; wanantecl for
five years. Tnose n want of an organ or
.At the "Old DeCoster Carriage Shop, 11 is prepar.
piano will do well to call on or address ed to do all kinds of
the above. These oro-ans are well made
in every respect, guigk in action, brill,ant
i11 tone, and voiced so they are easy to
6tf
1000 feet 1 .z inch Bass Boards wanted
sing with. They are second to none.

[ary
way

Send JO cents postage,
and we ,viii
mail youfree a royal, valuable, sam
ple box of goods that will put you in
the way of making more 1110-ney at once, than anything else in America.
Both sexes of all ages can
live at home and work in spare timc,or-all the time.
Capital not required.
'\Ve will start vou. Immense
pay sure for those who start at once:
ST1NSON &
Co., Portland . .Maine.
1v49

AGIFT
Carria[B
RBpairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.

)\ff

idlay

him directly. Trll'l!lbling "'.ith c?ld and
commiseration, I 11at watching him, the
tears rolling down my cheeks. Oh, .why
A kindly word, and a kindly deed,
had I refused Ted's kind proposal to sen<\
A helpful hand in time of need,
cousin Milly to me! Why bad I been so
With a strong true heart
r~nf,his individual after darting a swift captious about her dear little ba~y1 Be~To do his part1
PUBLISHED '!'mraSDAYS, AT
ter
a room full of babies, all domg their
glance round the' room, slipped in and
fhus went the sower out with his seed,
worst thanBut here I swooned, and
locked the door, saying:
.
Nor stayed in his toil to name his creed.
fell, dhair and all, on the rug_ before the
CANTON, OXFORDCO., ME.
"Sick? Popsy-wopsy, don't befnghtNo coat of arms, nor a silken crest,
ened ! I'm not going to hurt you-not a cold grate, the fire having died out long
No purple or linen about his breast,
bit of it! But, you see--Stop
that!" since.
B. N. CARTER, Editor and Proprietor,
But royalty true
Just on the hour of three I became conhe growled; for as he approached me, I
To the purpose in view
recovered myself a little and gave a good scious of a dull thud below, which I
The evolution of the tomato is going on Was his ceaseless search, and his constant loud scream.
knew to be a knock at the door. I lay
quest,
Quick as tbouO'ht, he had his hand listening, but rather wondering vagu_ely
in a remarkable way. Not many year~
over my mouth, l10lcling my chin and what would happen next than takmg
ago the fruit was mostly skin and seeds, For sufl'ering souls in need of rest.
nose
in such a manner that I was nearly any interest in things of this life, from
:but the newest varieties arc almost solid Feeling for others, bearing their pain,
suffocated; then he gave me a shake, which I seemed in a manner to have
pulp with very few seeds. Possibly, all Freeing the fetters, undoing the chain,
saying:
:floated away.
From sorrow and tears,
"If you do that again, I'll J!ay y~u out,
,in the case of the banana, the seeds may
After an interval, I heard steps plodHe wrought the bright yearsyou little fool! There-she
1s gorng to ding up the stairs, and a loud cheery
.yet diS:1ppear altogether and the plants Still unknown to rank, and unknown
to be nice and quiet now, ain't she? A voice, which I recognized as that of our
will have to be propagated by cuttings.
fame,
picter of good behaviour, I call her!"
old friend, Mr. Joy, the carpenter. callP.cl
ln letters of light God writeth his name.
Talking thus, he gaQ"gedme dex~erWestern Kansas wants tc, l;>c a separate
out-Ella Dare, in Inter-Ocean.
ously with some of my work-which,
"Hillo I Anybody home?" •
state. Its inhnbitauts claim that it is the
however, was pleasanter than his handComino-to our room door, he knocked,
-richest part of the state, but the capital
uo-h, that grimy hand! on my mouth; then tu;ned the handle, but of course
a;d then, producing some cord from his found it Jocked. Being unable to speak,
,being hundreds of miles away, and all
I yet tried to groan, and made some inpocket, in a minute or two I was-poor
'the state institutions located along the
My brother gave his work a final polish little feeble thing-bound
hand and foot articulate noises; but I could hardly hope
Missouri border, Western Kansas is dethe
old man heard them, as he was someand then viewed the valuable articles ap- in my chair.
prived of a fair representation both ill provingly before placing them in their
what dea.f. As for my compRnion in
He grinned at me as he remarked:
state and nation.
softly-padded case. .
"Now, you know, ducky, I wouldn't misfortune, one would suppose he would
"Think they look well, little woman?" have served you so if you'd had the sense gladly have bailed a prison as au escape
to keep quiet. I never could abear to be from such a plight as he was in; and so;
An official in the Indian burcn.u gives he asked.
''I think they do, indeed," I answered. rough to the ladie:-never ! But time is no doubt, he would, only he had no
figures to show that the future millionaires will be Indians. They arc decreas- in unqualified admiration tor Ted was a short. and you might have been hard to choice at that moment, having gone off
capital workman, and had mended the I please; so perhaps it's the best way, after again in a heavy swoon.
ing in number at tJ;terate of five or six pretty trinkets very skilfully. "I !lilt sure all."
I heard the carpenter go downstairs,
thousand a year; the lands they occupy Mr. Bailey will be pleased. The owner
While speaking thus the :flippant rascal and hopes of relief died awny in my
,are increasing in value, and when only a herself ,would be puzzled to detect where kept running his eyes around our neat breast. Oh, Joy, Joy, why did you come
little rooms. I read disdain in his glance; to mock me thus? Two more hours probfew thousand
Indians
remain, he she dama~ed them."
Ted smiled; then, as he did not intend and at that moment a suspicion darted ably before Ted will be home! Shall I be
says, it is natural to suppose they will be
to take them back to the shop until the into my mind that he had eome with the alive by then? My bound and aching
very ri.ch. Judging from the past it it retu:n of his employer, whic)i would not object of stealing some of Ted's w,or~limbs were on the rack of pain; I lay and
natural to suppose that the longer th, be hi! the morrow, he deposited both the perhaps the jeweled
bracelets which sobbed miserably. But hark! A shout
jeweled bracelets in his customary "non- then were under my feet. With this from the back garden I
Indian lives the worse off he will be.
burglar-proof safe," as he jokingly called thouoht there came to me a firm resolve
"What the dickens is all thie?" .A.gain
The largest barn in the world is situa- a small, strong square box which he had to sa~e my brother such a loss, if I I beard the voice of Joy.
ted, at Pa ilion Neb.
It covers five fitted with lock and ~ey, P?-dded inside possibly could; ay, e\·en though I had to
It appeared that .the carpenter, on
P
'
and out, and covered with chmtz to match endure tortures I would not speak. I trying our room door, and finding it fasacres of land, and shelters 3,750 cattle. our sofa. He made me use this as a foot- set mv teeth ha;d and watched the man. tened, concluded we were all out, but
-It is said to be the intention to enlarg~ / stool, saying th~t evil-dispo~ed persons His wandering glance soon reverted to went around to the back of the house
"to have a look at that theer winder"
this stable to accommodate 8 000 cattle. would be less likely to exanune 1t, and me.
The object is to take raiJO'e ~attle and/ many n jest he had about his plac!ng,
"_Look here, dear; if I loosen th}s cloth which my brother had sent him to mend
-of
course not expecting to find it con.
. "'
. gems under my feet and about my bemg- a bit, and you take breath, will you
fimsh thc°:1 f~t as pnme beef. This a small person with a biµ-b mind, for I set speak to me, nicely? Only don't scream verted into a man-trap. He had noticed,
while
knocking l!-tthe street door, that
great barn IS said to have s. complete my foot upon gold, and the like non- a<rain it makes me quite nervous to hear
-system of water works.
The barn ii sense.. Dear old 'fed! He was so clever y~u s~ream, and can't do you no good." the parlor window was unfastened; and
thoroughly washed twice every dav. The at his trade
and
so trustworthy How well I knew that, in a back room thinking it unsafe, especially as Mrs.
cattle are fed upon cooked meal.· One that he always had more work thRn in a quiet street! "There--:ain't it much Brown wall out,be had used his privilege
.
he could get through.
He was very more comfortable?"-loosenrng the cloth. as our old friend and hers to get through
man feeds th~ whole her_d by turmng on f?nd of me-his poor little crippled "Tell me now, popsy-yonr
brother's and fasten it before coming up-stairs.
No doubt the thief had entered the house
.o, large faucet, thus lettmg the feed ruo sister-would
never let me sit too long got some vallybles here, ain't he1"
by that way.
to them from the tanks.
at my needle, and shared with me
I shook mv bead.
in . every possible
way the
little
"Oh, but he has; so you needn't jog
It was not long before help came, and
As a result of the instructions sent our duties necessitated by our humble men- your noddle like that! Better tell me th_e door was broken open, when _our
.
.
.
a!l"e;so he and I jogged along very peace- I where he's put them. It will save lots misery was ended.
I dare say, smce
consuls rn Europe to gather rnformat10n ab~y. We lc,clged in two rooms in a of time, and be more pleasant for you."
prisons were first built, there never was
fo regard to the land troubles existing qmet street on the outskirts of Bridge- j But I only shook my bead the more.
a culprit who walked into gaol more
there, our rep1·escntative at Copenha1ren pool. Our landlady was a kindly old / "Did you ever see sitch stubborness?" meekly than did the one who had inreports that a belief exists amon" E:ro- body w~o had known our parents long I muttered the fellow, tying up my mouth tended to rob my broth9r.
.
. :"
before either Ted or I found ourselves on . again. "I am afreed I shall have to make
They say the poor fellow's bands will
pean ph1loso~hers that the p:ame f~rm- this w?rld's stage.
you speak directly. But I never like to never be right again; amputation may be
ers arc makrng the same mistake rnto
Havrng put away the bracelets ~afcly, be unkind tu the ladies-unless they necessary, as erysipelas is setting in.
which their forefathers fell, ia not culti- rny brother next packed up three or four drive me to it-oh, never I"
Well, all I can say is, I freely forgive
vating closely enough. It is shown by ~atches he had been busy setting to I Saying this, he began :m examination him for t.he sufferiag, mentally and
.
. .
rights, and prepared to go to the shop in of the apartment proceedinO' in what as bodily, he caused me.
1
1
st
,c ose Y compiled
ati stics th a~ eleven Bridgepool ~hicb us_nallyemployed him. I I suppose, wsuld' be describ:'d by a "proI was in bed for a fortnight, but evenbarrels of flour can be grown m Den- I watched him puttmg on his overcoat, j fcssional' as the "best style;" anyway. tually got all right again. Dear Ted
.mark on the same area of land that it for the day was very cold; but he seemed I bis movement,
were characterized says I am a brick; but that may be his
takes to grow five barrels on our Western slow in hi_smovements,. and I thought he, by extraordinary
celerity.
Within partiality.
Anyhow my footstool proved
lfa
'fh
• •
d
was reluctant to leave me alone· for I a few minutes he had gone to the to be a very effective safe. To this hour
rms.
e pornt 18 ma e tha t th ese thou;:i-h~ was &'enera)ly active en~ugh'. j bottom of every drawer and box in
no
one
knows
about it but you, Ted, and
Jarms will, in a comparatively short time, cons1denng my mfirm1ty. one of my bad, the room 1 and also turned out the sofamyself!
•be considerably impoverished, when it spells was n~w on m'e, when_, as he kne"·· 1 bedstead where Ted slept at night.
A
will be difficult to compete in the mar- I found movmg ab6ut a pam and a difli- pretty litter he made of it all I But he
A Bad Place for a Canal.
kets of the world, for as the land ·deterio- culty for some days. It happened, too. / had not yet discovered the secret of my
th at• Mrs. Brown-our
landlady-had
footstool.
Can
any
one
imag-ine
what
I
M.
de
:Montessus says m an article on
-rates, th e on-going flood of emigration gone out for the day-a very rare oc- . endured as as I sat there, helpless as a earthquakes in Central America, pubf;O'Y>"K'-" AND

SEEJ:>.

noticed that his long dirty neck wa~
'l"ithout He or collar, a shabby frock coat
lY..ingbuttoned up to his chin, and that
his dirtier hands 1,ported more tha.n one
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SELECTSIF'l'INGS.
The San Francisco Alta is authority foe
the statement that it recently raine4,
lizards at Nappa, Cal.
A cat at New Britain, Conu., we1gl.1t
thirty-two pounds, and is believed to bt '
the biggest cat in the country.
The term "horse-power," which is ir,
sueh frequent use, is described as being_
the power of raising 33,000 pounds
:weight one foot high in one minut~ of
time.
Some Chinese pheasants were liberated
in Oregon a few years ago, and now a,
:,new specie/! of bird has appcare_d with
,the head of a pheasant and the wmg and
•tail feathers of a grouse.
Ca,cs of sevore colic from lead poisonin,.,.have been reported n.mongtailors and
,se~ing women .. This is __probably due
,to their
habit of b1tmg off and
'sometimes chewing threads of sewing'silk which has been weighted with ace\
'tate of lead.

MY FOOTSTOOL.

,

In Servia it is the custom to build the
.partition walls of houses quite thick,
and set stoves in the walls half way
through, so that they do dnty in warm'ing two rooms. 'fhe stove has no open,ing in either room, but is managed
through an aperture in the wall.
On the accession of James II., that
monarch declared, without the formality
·of law, the charter of Massachusetts to
be void, and appointed Joseph Dudley
president of the country from Rhode
Island to Nova Scotia. The people of
England, misinformed by their rulers,
approved the measure. and the tone of
society there was one of contempt for the
plantntions.
The magnificent Castle of Windsor
was built by Edward III. (1327-1377),
'and his method of conducting the work
may serve as a specimen of the condition
of the people in that age. Instead of engaging men by contracts and wages he
assessed every county in England to send
him a eertain number of masons, tilers
and carpenters, as if be had been levying the army.

It is not generally known that the hand
travels as fast if not so far as the foot.
An ingenious calculat?r has been_ setting
do~n the record_. of its __progr~ss10n •. A
rapid pcr:man _writes thu ty wo! ds a mmute, an~ m domg so, what w1~h curves
and tui ns of the pen _necCis1ta~d ~y
;,e;y ,-:Vord, no~ to mention c~ossmg his
ts, draws his pen thr?ugh s1xt~en feet
of space. In forty mmutes
his pen
travels a furlong.
Thus many persons
who do not walk on all fours progress
three hundred miles a year with their
hands or rather with one hand.
'
The Gamblers of 11Ionte Carlo.
Writing about the notorious European
gambling resort at Monaco, a Paris correspondent of the San Francisco Chronicle says: The hangers-on comprise men
and women of all kmds, spies. cappers,
persons who lend money to those who
have lost on watches, and jewelry, and
those who follow numerous other nameless occupations.
Those who patronize
the gamos are chiefly English ana Ru&Jsians, among whom are the principal
scandals arising from lost fortunes and
unpaid debts. The czar fo often called
upon by members of noble familiei to
forbid their relatives to visit Monaco,
where they have already lost the greater
part of their fortunes. There have been
Russian princesses who have spent half
their lives at the Casino, only ceasing their
visits when old age or disca~e rendered
will continue to raise thll price of wheat. currence.
little Chinese "joss " the cold pcrspira- lisbed in Popul,ar Sctenee Mvntkly: Frolll the dissipation impossible. The trouble
"Can I do anything else for you be- tion of fear on rdy forehead
while I this multiplicity of volcanos it results in the Balkan Peninsula has prevented
The Knights of Labor of Minnesota fo~~I go?" he asked.
asked myself, "What will the 'tellow do that the ground presents a complicated
the czar from following out his hostile
th
have taken a ne,v departure in the forNo, Ted dear. ank you."
next?"
net-work of ancient and modern lava- designs in regard to Monaco, which he
mation of a co-operative land association,
"~lak_e si:re; look round and see if
He turned round while proceeding flows, crossing one another, volcanic al- threatened after the attempted suicide of
everythmg Is p~t hanr1y for you," said with his bearch and lookinO' at me he luvions, beds of cinders and tu fas, ''bad Prince Gargarme last summer.
English
which has bought 700 acres of land in my brother, placrng my crutch a little said'
'
"'
'
lands," and an extraordinary thermal people, who had lo,t their fortune. have
\Crow Wing county, and secured a con- ne~:·cr. . . ,,
.
'\ "Hallo, Poppet. how pale you are! activity.
'fbere also follows a remarks- been known to leave their children at a
tract for the reservation by the railroad " Eve? th mg. I replied cheerfully. .Am't going to faint, are you? Oh, don't ble frequency of earthquake and subter- hotel as a security for the bill while they
for future purchase of the remainder of Au d 1 vc snch a lot of work to get faint, for I shall want you to talk to rancan noises, called retumbos.
I esti- returned home to seek means of payment,
1
t h r °_ut~~, I shall find tho afternoon , :me a bit. I'll open the window and give mate the average number of shocksfeltanand, not returning to seek them, the
itbe township in which they hq.ve located. 51 0"1 • ,
.
.
.
!you a mouthful of fresh air. This room nually in Central America at 250. Several landlord
has found it necessary to take
-Upon tbe land so secured the experiI don·t half like your berng left alone· is precious close."
conclusions may be drawn from the study them to London. Americans resident at
ment of co-operative farming will be
~?ng_: for I ma~ not be back _before
He went to the window-the
window of the 2,332 earthquakes that have been Nice visit Monaco with the rest and lose
.tried upon a wholly new plan. The :.--e, ~md '.fed, eyemg me dubio1:1sly. which dear Ted cautioned me not to registered since the conquest. First, money, but are seldom utterly ruined.
1
-Knights of Labor will send out, from l'LSi~~si~c}~llY "I\Ould come rouu d if I touch that morning-unfastened
the contrary to the opinion generally prevail- They rarely, so far as known, increase
"
•
.
catch, and would have let down the ing from Chili to Mexico, the tremors oc- the list of suicides.
But Nice is in its
. ·time to time, families to colonize thu
. Yes, aucl bnng her baby, who, wo1:1ld upper part; but he was saved the trouble, cur about alike through the whole year, decadence.
Not more than half the
farm. The colonists will be organized 11
mder my work sadly. I don t like for the cord being broken down quick and not principally at the transitions be- usual number of gu.eqts were there this
and incorporated ns the Pioneer Co-oper- habie; ,~hen I'm bu$y. ~o away, Ted, as ; shot, ca:Ue the windo~, nnd, ~s luck tween the rainy and dry seasons. But, winter, and its hotels are nearly all
ativc company. 'l'he hcst wishes of all you_dear old fellow! D?,0 t bo th er about would haye it, caught his eight fingers to perceive this clearly, it is necessary ruined. With the misfortunes of Nice,
me,:,rcsllllll!lbb:abllngh~.
between the upper and middle frames.
to leave out of the account some series of and the hostility of all the countries of
men concerned in th e 'good of th e labor. " • . Jc- Yl,_ little woman," he
The pain and the shock must have been earthquakes that mask the truth, such as
Europe, except France. :nnst come also
ing classes will attend the ventu:c. Co- Jmd , st opping to kiss me; '.'I',ll be home, dreadful, the window-frame being a wide ~hat o~ December, 1879, at San Salvador,
the fall of Monaco, which will, perhaps,
80 0
operative industry, when successfully in- ..i.s ? aq_I can. A nd Bessie, he added. and very heavy one. He uttered a howl m which more than 700 shocks occurred he hastened by the acce~sion to power of
10 th
augura.ted, i~ one of the most potent Rau~mg
e
do?rway,
"be
sure
}'OU then kicked franticallv • but all was i~ in ten days, and which was the prelude
the
heir apparent, who is said to be hos• •
on t. touch th c wm d ow to-day. The vain. There he ~tood 'with both bands to the appearance of a volcano in the
agencies 111 ~be settlement of the great sash-hue snapped this mor~ing; I must held aloft, caught ·in ~s nice a trap a~ cen_ter
qf
Lake
Ilo,.an:ro.
With tile to the Casino.
.problems which recent events have forced send a carpenter to sec to It. You will cnuld have been devised for an evil-doer this
precaution,
a tendency
to
Waslted His Handg in Champagne.
lllpon the attention of the country.
Iref ember'." d th t I
Then• he glanced at m~. and the sight of equality may be ob~erved between the
promise.
a
woul~, and my me, ''picter of good bcba vior'' that I was several months, and I am satisfied that a
At Dussaux's restaurant, in the Grand
brother
dcpa1 ted. I hoard bun o-odown mnst have fill d h'
I
·ti
' t
SPEAKING
of the Congo climate a ro- stairs and shut the street do
'\.
.
.
e . 1s sou w1 1 remorse,
erm of !our 3 e~rs will be sufficient to Morskoi at St. Petersburg. six officers c,f
turned missionary says: ''From my expe- tin unusual quiet of th or h " t fi1st srnce through his own act I was rendered make this equality plain. The same may the Imperial horse guards sat drinking
Not fur from them sat an
rience I do not doubt that Europeons cnn rather depressing; but I !oonout:c:"~! p~wcrless to assist him. He whined how- be s~id ?f the retumbos. The maximum champagne.
insignificant little man with a shabby
too much c gros l 1•
•
e ,erof eruptwns appears to occur in July
,hve there with comparative safety and teiA'o
t O tt t se~ ~-:C~vi~gto pay ~t"Can't you help me?"
Kluge puts it in Au!!'llst for the
h 1~ coat and an unkempt beard, and a glass
1
comfort. I have lived there myself for at 6 0 ~e thi~:,tnI
cc e ~'\~Y b~isily
As it was impossible for me willingly globe. The c::iincideice which thewsa~e of liquor in front of him. It was not long
nearly a year. If a vounoman in good lad'y who was kind cn~urr~~p0 e m~ or a to look on while a fellow-creature suf- author has predicated between the before he became aware that he was be0
0
•
praise my fered such anO"uish
as I k ew hem 1st b maxima 0 f
b
natural health observes carefullv the rules neidlework, preferring it, as many others endurino- I O d
·,
ffn t t
t' f e
d f
au:orre oreales and sun-spots ing ridiculed by the officers aforesaid.
By and by, as they became more and mortt
·
•
did to machine stit h d t· l
p
.,., use every e or O ge ree, an ° vo1cau1c and seismic manifesta
which app'.y to a trop!cal country: b:ing entiy I tboiJO"ht I ch!art;~l~:ht
r~s- but vainly. He had ti_erl. me to~ firmly tions has not been historically verified i~ offensive in their remarks on his personal
tcmpe~·ate m both eatmg and dnnkrng, downstairs,· like the opening ~f a ~I~~ to;,,~~a~. He ~ook t? k1ckmg agam, and Central America. The minute study of appearance, etc., he called for the waiter
there is no reason why his health should dow; b!lt as all remained quiet after
"· b oswea1hhorribly.
May I never twenty years of observations at the lnsti- and said: '·Bring me six bottles of your
The waiter hesitated.
not be retained. Unbridled enthusiasm war,il., I lJ~t it down to my imao-ination- ~g~~~tc~U:o
s~ch tlanfgtnage a~ IHw~sfhorcedd tt-~teof Guatemala and my own observa- best champagne."
•
and went On t.
.ll
·th o
'
• a a ernoon.
is an s ions at San Salvador h
d tO
"Did you not hear what I said 1" asked
leads people to all kinds of indiscretions. 'f
.
rnnqm Y WI my work. soon swelled. and I Raw some drops of that if th
ave prove
me the little man. The waiter brought the
If E
k
h d
.o.. ter some time I was startled to hear a blood t .• 1-l '
h
,
e
movements
of
the
crust
of
uropeans wor - as ar as at home step, stealthy but distinctly audible on rino-s h:1~, es 1ow 1Y d?wn t e pane, ~he the earth are connected with those of wine and six glasses. "Take these glasses
they must fall. Other causes, for which the landing outside, whiie unde; the harinn- bee~~o~-~ei1~:;itlh~ngers havmg the baro1;11ete1,the law of the relation is away and fetch a basin-one as large as
persons are themselves responsible lead i door appeared the shadow of some one pierci';;_o-a;r
b d :fl~sh.f The ~eeply hidden. I do not deny it, but I yon can find. T~e waiter again hesi1•. h
tated, but obeyed mstantly at the perto the loss of health. I have known , moving.
through tJ~e' ~J~c ap~~~ 1~ ~~st
8 ~;: ob~rv:ed nothing analogous to what emptory repetition of the order. "A
persons to live there nearly three years w
Brown. hdas relturnecl," greatly aggravated his suffe/in<>. I knew Strolto1t::J\:elt
h~sh establifshedEtfot piece of soap," wns the next order. It
•tb
.
L. t
'l
as e oug Ill my mm as sat o-az- I was nearly frozen
A d ll th· t·
E th
,
a ers ausen or
na..
was brought.
"A towel." The waiter
w1
out sic 1rness.
ieu enant 'aunt, U. in~ at the door; but then I turned ~old the clock on the m·antel ~ a
is _1me ar quakes and retumbos are apparently
"Now, open the
S. N., was one of them. Tb-ere is no mth fear, for the handle was turned in"' off the moments t a P ~~e kept tick-. n:iore frequent at night than iu the day- handed him one.
t
1
bottles."
The
waiter
did so. The little
distinction as to wet and dry seasons. iof!ly, and a ~trange 1:1an loo1--ed in--a to ~1ssure me that 'ti~n~q~~iiid aS ~uih
m~ I say_ apparently; because it may
man now filled the ba~in with the conRain falis once every two or three days young man with a pallid, greasy, leering hurried into a quicker pace b
no
e . e ;bat i:iamfestations, quite perceptible
.
.
' ·' face, ornamented by a thievish-looking sideration of human dis'.
Y any con- in e still_ne,s of the nio-ht., pass unob- tents of the six bottles, rolled up his
gcnerally JU the mght. The temperature twist of hair on each side while a limp
Im~o·ine what two h , t1e~s. b .
served amid the bustle of the day. From sleeves, washed himself in the costly
maintains an average ~f 8~ to 90 degrees 1~ap of semi-militarr ~nt Zvas stuck rak- ation -~cant for b0t.h 0 fu;;?m
a sit~~ . w·h~.t~ have seen, T thi~k I can affirm that :fluid, wiped his hands, la.id a houdred0
0 18
all the year round. Tne mghts a.re cool ishly on t~e side of ~1s head. I notJ.crr1 I think the poor wretch at th
~ ~ • \ th~ signs of terror given by domestic rouble note on the table, and, t--.t«ting a
1
and .pleasant, with the temperature at 70 ~hc,se~el::llls m~chamcn_ll_yas I sat petri- fainted; but the b:>rrible drao-g\: ~f ~w 1a~imk~lsaTe more marked the longer the look of withering contempt on the offid.
• Tb
f
. "en "Ith surpnsc and fright, and I also body on his poor maimed h ,- d "'
~ I1s oc lasts, and that without reference cers, strutted out of the roo~-sto ,,_
1,1
egrees.
ere arc a ew mosqman s r~
to its intensity.
Fmnc~
Argor>..\W.t.
toes, but the..varc not tro1folesome. ,.,
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FO!t _'l'HEFAUM AND HOME.

Salvation Army Clothes.
~ certain very stylish young lady, who
drives a good deal, o-ot into a horse car
' }Ia.nufactu1ers of and Dealers h
in the exclu~ive sub~rb where she. lives
toe ?t~er day wearing her new coachm~n s _acket 0 rathe~ gay red cloth,
trrmmed effectively with brass buttons.
She was going to make a mornin(7 call
on a fri~nd only a few streets away, and
CHRONOMEiTl5R AND COMDINATION
LOCKS JU GREAT VARIETY.
as she w1shea to show the youug lady
new accoutrements sh_ewore her ~ay
SteelVault Linings and Doorsfor Banks ~er
Jacket and a ratlter strikmg hat which
A SPECIALTY,
goes with it. Scarcely had she seated
herself in the car when an eager-voiced
Points of snpcrlority over any other mako
are: Patent Inside Bolt Work, Solid Wel<J~d old woman sitting near her said sociaAnirle Iron Frames, 'Extra '!'hick Walls, Superior
Fire Proof Filling-. Locks and Bolt Work Probly:
"You belong to the Salvation
tected with Hardened Steel, }:xtra Heavy J.la- army, don't you?"
tcrl:.l; hence arc moro Fire and llurglar Pro(,f.
The swell young lady was a little
TilEY NEVER nur.N UP.
s;;srtled, but she said '·Naow" coldly and
turned a little away from• her neighbor,
Burglar Proof Vvork a Specfalty.
"But you must," persisted the old lady.
Ornamental IIousE and Pu:::-:c SAFESmade to
order as required.
"Thcm's Salvation army clothes!"
Fortunately by this time·the car was
SECOND-HAND
SAFES
dt her friend's corner, and stopping it,
.of all kinds tnken in exchange.
For Salo at
the persecuted wearer of spring fashiona
very low prices.
hurried out 1nd into the house and into
Safes and Locks Repaired or Exchanged. •
her friend's arms, where, after a "good
All work contracted
for, furnished at the
Bhortest notice, and upon the most favorable
cry," ahe rose to a sense of the essenterms. Strictly according
to contract.
tially funny nature of the situat!on.-
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hority fOI,
;Jy raine4:

Fire and / Burglar

., werg}Jt
'ed to ht '

liberated
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Iable nature.

The stomach of a calf but
a few weeks old is very tender and deli. cate, ll.nd will not stand initation such as
.1is produced by many feedin" stuffs that
0
.
.
I are read1~y digested at a more advanced
age. It 1s necessary to remove from such
food all particles of husk or fibre; and
whatever may be the materials used in
th
• ·t
·h h . b
1
e mix ure-w et er ean-mea , peameal, wheat, linseed, or a variety of
others-it is important not merely to
grind finely, but to .carefully . separate
through a silk or fine cloth sieve all particles of husk. If these are not removed
,

1

they are, however finely ground, likely
to cause serious. ii:ritation. The judicious
Use of gruel made from properly prepared foods, at first in partial and finally
in total substitution for milk, from an
early age, effects a considerable economy
on a large dairy farm.

Domestic Pond Lilies.
A.t the New York State Experiment
Station there is a ban-el cut down to convenient size, and then set in a hole dug
in the earth upon a corner of the lawn.
The top of the barrel is just level with
the surface of the lawn. It has about
four inches of river mud in the bottom,
in which were planted a few roots of the
common white pond lily. The barrel
was then filled with water, and is kept
full from a faucet in the aqueduct pipe,
the water being • turned on as often as
necessary. The barrel has been a beautiful miniature pond of white lilies all
through the season. In the fall, after
l,l$o vnrious Gtylc:; of Two-Seated
Car·
the weather gets cold, the barrel or tub
Meddling with the Law.
riages 1 Wagons, Cutters and Sleighs,
is lifted out and carried to the cellar,
Judge-"What
have you to say for where it 1.·sprotected from fre_ezing, and
yourself?"
Prisoner-' 'Your honor, I'm a stranger where the roots of the lilies will be kept
in the city on a visit.
The cold must in conditions similar to what they would
have affected-"
be surround
with in their natural·
Judge-"Drunk!
Ten dollars or ten
state. Nothing can be more charmingin
days."
'
Prisoner--"But,
your honor, I have no the way of flowers on a lawn than a
money."
~mall pond of water lilies blooming daily
OUR No. 5-WACON.
Judge--"Oh,
a vagrant!
Two the whole summer through.
Of course,
•
Liberal discountto the trad.e. months."
the barrel must be set where teams and
Prisoner
(getting
scarcd)-"Pray
Send for Catalogue and Prices be/ore
persons would not walk into it by night
listen, you honor! I'm no vagrant!"
buying.
Judge (growing impatient)-"Well,
IL or day.
If the tub is a tight one, the
you can't pay your fine, send for some of trouble of keeping it supplied with water
your
friends."
will not be great upon any luwn.-.N. E.
SYRACUSE, N. Y,
Prisoner-"But
I have no friends Farmer.
here."
Judge (waving his hand)-"Ah,
a,
Plo.nttni: or .Fruit Trees.
tramp! Six months."-Tid-Bite.
If the acre has been enriched and
ploughed twice deeply as I have already
suggested, little more is necessary in
planting than to excavate a hole large
enough to receive the roots spread out in
their natural positions.
Should no such
thorough and genera:l preparation have
been made, or if the ground is hard,
poor and stony, the owner will find ·it to
his advantage to dig a good-sized hole
three or four feet across and two deep,
fillmg in and around thf;l tree with fine
surfacc soil.
If he ·can obtain some
thoroughly
decomposed
compost
or
manure, for instance, as the scrapings of
a barn-yard, or rich black soil from an old
pasture, to mix with the earth beneath
and around the roots, the good effects
will bi, seen speedily, but in no instance
should raw manure from the stable, or
anything that must decay before becoming plant food, be brought in contact
with the roots. A.gain I repeat my cauJ::✓.terld.en
Conn.,
tion against planting too deeply-one of
SOLE 'MANTI; ACTUBEB,
\
•••
the commonest and most fatal errors.
1
Let the tree be set as deeply as it stood
1
hefore removal. If the tree be planted
early in spring, as it should be, there will
be moisture enough in the soil, but when
planting is delayed until the ground has
become rather dry and warm, a pail of
water poured about its roots when the
hole has been nearly filled will be beneficial. Now-that the tree is planted, any
kind of course manure spread to the
depth of two or three inches on the surface as a mulch is very useful. Stake at
once to protect against the winds.
Do
not make the common mistake of pl!Lnting too closely. Observe the area shaded
by fully grown trees, and you .will learn
the folly of crowding. Moreover, dense
shade about the house is not desirable.
There should be space for plenty of air
and sunshine. The fruit from one well
developed tree will often more than supply a family, for ten or fifteen barrels of
apples is not an unusual yield.
'l'he
standard appies should be thirty feet
apart.
Pears, the dwarfer gr~win~
cherries, plums, etc., can be grown rn the
intervening spaces. In ordering from the
nurseries insist on straight, shapely, and
young trees, say three years from the bud.
Many trees that are sent out are small
enough, but they arc old and stunted.
Illustrated by the use of a Bui;gy made by T. T. HRydock. ~~ct~ n;~;?fiiteA:eadJ:~
Also require that there should be an
, Buggy in this picture. but THE
Lip-'DING
BUGG .
d~!\ler for the T. T,
abundance of fibrous and unmutilated
1
0
ii"l.~ifjc~f~~J~«fy~
~;it~n11i; ~~y,fo~ke1are'i';\~}~~
Bolt and Fifth Wheel.
roots.-E. P. Roe, in Ha1-per's.
Life is insecure riding over nny other.
willa,.reetofiameit.)
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MerMling ·with the Law.
273 and 276 State St.,
Juc!ge-"What have you to say for
.l',O.Boxll9S.
NEW ~AVEN, CONN. 1ourself1"
Prisoner-- "Your honor, I'm a stranger
in the city on a visit.
The cold must
have
affected-"
, I-:I(OTCHI--~TN
Judge--"Drunkl
Ten dollars or ten
days."
Prisoner-"But,
ybur honor, I have no
money."
Two
Judge-"Oh,
a
vagrant!
months."
Prisoner
(getting
scared)-·"Pra:,
listen, you honor! I'm no ?agrant l"
Judge (growing impatient)-"Well,
if
you can't pay your fine, send for some of
your friends."
Prisoner-"But
I have no friends
~,v
e manufacture Open and Top Bug_g1es,con~is_tin;:;of the slide Spring, Enrl here."
Judge
(waving
his
hand)-"Ah,
a,
Spring. Brewster, Timken and Edward
tramp! Six months."-Tid-Bits.
Storm Spring.
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The Care or Calve■ • .
Many .fanners hav.e suffered losses
Among their calves by putting them too
early upon a non-milk diet of an unsuit-
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'!THE GIRL I LEF'I' BEHIND ME."
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AGENTSWANTEDWHERE WE HAVE NONE!

NO INVESTMENTSOPROFITABLE.

Experiments with Jnsectidea.
Dr. C. V. Riley, United· States Entomologist, in a pamphlet just issued by the

A.griculturaLPepartmeni at W.ashington,\
makes public the results of the use of al
great
many··. hisecticedes on yariousj
plants. A.n emulsion of kerosene, crude
sorghum and water seemed effectua~
cold, but with crude New Orleans 1
molasses, no perfect emulsion could b~
obtained. On the whole the result was·
unsatisfactory.
Ice-water for cabbage;
worms is of no account; pyrethrine, if;
pure and kept from contract with air, is'
effectual, if dusted thoroughly on the'
leaves and cavities.
For fall webb-worm copperas water,,
one ounce to a pint, destroyed the worms
without injuring the foliage.
Upon·
mangel-wurzel applied to the foliage it
caused the margined blister beetle to
~ease feeding and leave the plants. [-The
various blister beetles feed upon a variety
of plants other than beets.]
The use of tar water upon ant burrows
in a walk did not kill the ants, but only
caused them to open new burrows.
[It
may be remarked that ants are among
the most difficult insects to exterminate,
and as a rule, they should not be, since,
except when the burrows occasion some
mechanical difficulty, they are beneficial.]
On lettuce three ounces of Wolf's soap
to one gailon of water proved effective
in killing the aphis or plant louse. A
saturated solution of salt and water,
killed 50 per cent of the aphis. Another
application killed both aphis and plants.
A solution of soluable pincolum, fifteen
parts to eighty-five parts of water, seemed
effectual in killing woolly aphis, since
none appeared for forty days after.
On
aphis of the apple tree, fifteen parts of
soluable pincolum to eighty-five.parts of
water killed them. A weaker solution
was not effective.
The same solution killed 75 per cent of
h 1
f h
1 1 f k 1t •
t e arvre o t e app e- ea s -e e omzer.
The same solution killed about 50 per
cent of clusters of worms on the bark of
black-walnut trees and caused the whole
cluster to fall to the ground.
A few
larvre detached themselves and again
ascended the trunk. Equal parts of ker. osene, sorghum and water churned into
an emulsion and sprayed over the leaves
caused the .caterpillars to disappear m
forty-eight hours.
Mr. 'l'homas Bennett of New Jersey, in
his report to the department, of trials of
infusions each of Jamestown weed,
(stramonium), tomato, beans, mandrake
root, tansy and other clecoctions upon
various plant!! and trees infested with
aphis, says they were found of some
merit, but it is reported that tansy stands
highest in his estimation.-New
York
World.
Household Hints.
Tb make eggs froth quickly when
beating them, add a smalLpinch of salt;
and it will freshen them, too.
By rubbing with a flannel dipped in
the best whiting, the brown discoloration may be taken off cups in which custards h:;ive been b~ked.
Egg 'shells crushed into small bits and
shaken well in decanters three parts filled with cold water, will not only clean
them thoroughly, but make the glass
look like new.
When putting away the silver tea or
coffee pot which is not in use every day,
•lay a stick across the top under cover.
This will allow fresh air to get in, and
prevent mustiness of the contents familiar to boarding-house sufferers.
RccipP.&,

The harmful and fatal results attending th&
\se of cough mixtures containing
morphia,
opium and other p0Jspns, are daily becoming
more frequent.
It is for this reason that Red
Star Cough Cnre has received the unqualified
endorsement
of physicians,
and Boards o!
Health everywhere,
as a pµre_ly vegetable
compound, entirely free from ali narcotics.
Price, twenty-five cents.

Neuralgla
and kindred disoases promptly
yield to the immediate action of St. Jacob,
Oil, the pain conqueror.
Tbe island of ,Tuan Fernandez remained unir1h!\bited from the time of Alexander Selkirk,
Robinson
Crusoe's
prototype, until twelve
years ago when a Swiss named Rodt colomzed
It wJth Swiss and German settlers.
'!he island
belongs to Chili, and Hodt is its Governor arul
Judge.
.. A Word

to the \Viee h.1SuOlcfent.,"

Catarrh is not siniply an inconvenience, un·
pleas:,.ut to the sufferer and disgusting
to
others-it is an advanced outpost of approaching disease of worse type. Do not neglect its
B:r~i;fJ
\~ r~n'f!te~e~,~\);.vr:g:.~
ig'aVa~~h
Remedy. It reaches the seat cf the ailment.
and is tl.Je only ti.ting that will. You may dose:

i~~':

0

tYi't'flew,;[~i~i~f
b:~;!~:Sati:~;\sii!~i
I
rent. It is the matured invention of a scien-.
tific phsician. "'...
..\.word to the wise is tiUfticient.?'
~

British war ships on the Chinese coast are to
be painted grny, becaus~ that is the most dura•
blc and least conspicuous colpr.
The Rlcheot

111an in the \Vorld

would be poor without health.
The dying millionaire consumptive would exchange all he is
wo,·th for anew lease of life. He could have
had it for a song had he used Dr. Pierce's
'"Golden Medical Discovery" before the disease had reached its last stages. '.rhis wonder1'ul_prepara,ion is a positive cure for consumption if taken in time. For all diseases of th<>
throat and lungs it is unequaled. Alldruggist.s.
There is no woollen in<.lustry in Switzer
and worth speaking of.
Delicatediseases·of

either

sex, however

in-.

~~~~al Associa•

edth antown

of

Knight.
'<lIKE.

to Experience.

~~li~~~~\'!s

~?\II!

if.~;!'t~ 'ti

flour, one-half eup of cold lard or p~rk
fat , rub all throuo-h
the flour, wet with I
0
buttermilk or sour milk; roll out size of
top of pan, cut slit in center, crust and I
bake half an hour.
I

CoR.

,fW. H.

bl~: ~~i~,;'~; ~fit~~~
P~ilfg~°,,1
which will prove to th., most skepticaf that our
assertion made above, that only the facts are
given a.s they ap1>ear therei,n, is true.
But as it would be very inconvenient,
if not
impossible, for all of our.friends to call on us
8
0
~~~t), ~~,!~~~n\f~!Ttrhin~
parties whose names are signed to our testi ...
monials, and ask them if we have made any
missta~ments,
so far as their knowledge ex- •
8
1
~~~~ 'n~~ ·;~~li~l~'ile1J 10&~~-;rasw~~!;lifv:r~
batim as possible.
Very respectfully,
E. 'I'. HAZELTINE,
Proprietor Piso's Cure for Consumption
and Pis'o's Remedy for Catarrh.
We anpend a recenfletter,
which came to us
entirely un8olicited, with permis.sion to publish it:
DAYTON, Ohio, Jan. 12, 1886.
You may l\.dd my testimony as to the merits
of Pisa's Cure for Consumption.
I took a
severe col<! last February, which settled on my
lungs. They became ulcerated and were so
painful t,hat I had no rest for two days and;
night.s. I got a bottle of Piso's Cure for Consumption, and wtts relieved by the time I had
taken half of it. Since that time I have kept
Piso's Cure in the house, and use it a.:, a preventive, both for lung troubles aud croup, for
wliich I can recommend it as the best ID'ldicino I ever used; a,nd that is saying a great deal,
for I have used ttt least twenty others, besides
about as many physicians'
prescriptions.
Piso's Cure for C:011sum)ltion has never failed
to give relief in my family.
A.J. GRUBB,
37 Springfield i:;t.

Pressed Beif.-Boil a shank of beef till
tender, chop it not very fine, boil down
the liquor until three pints are left; three
quarts of chopped meat, three pints of
liquor, three teaspoonfuls salt, three teaspoonfuls pepper, one-half nutmeg; pour
the liquor over hot; set away till cold
and then slice in thin, even slices.
Salmon Salad.-Onc
can of salmon,
four bunches of celery, both chopped as
fine as for chicken salad. Pour over the
following dressing: The yolks of two
eggs beaten light, one teaspoonful mustard, salt and pepper to the taste, and
three tablespoonfuls table oil, added
very graclually, and two tablespoonfuls
of vinegar.
Pork Pie.-Siice
salt pork very thin,
add one teacupful to three teacups of
potatoes, three of water (part milk is
better), a cup of cream, a small piece of
butter and pepper. Put all in a fourquart pan, mt on stove while preparing
crust. Take a quart of flour, one teaspoonful of soda, stir it all through the

!y's boat
Iay Day.
ts worth
Vorthley
few mo-

ar bone

For a long time we steadily refused to publish testimonials, believing that, in the opinion.
of the public generally, the great majority
were manufactured
t.o order by unprincipled
parties as a means of disposing of their worthless preparations.
That this view of the case is to a certain extent true, there can be no doubt.
At last, several years ago, we came to th&
conclusion that every intelligent
person can
readily- discrimin'!ite between spurious
and
bona fide testimonials, and detenuined
to use
as advertisements
a few of the many hundreds of unsolicited certificates in our possesBion.
In doing this, we published them as nearly as
possible in the exact language used by our correspondent.s only changing the phraseology, in
some cases, so as to compress them into a
smaller space than they would otherwise
occupy, but without in the least exaggerating
or destroying the meaning of the writers.
We are glad to say that our final conclusion
was a correct one-that
a letter recommending an article having true merit finds favor
wit.h the people.

Bread Pitdd·ing.-Slice the bread thin,
cut all the crust off, butter the slices,
then lay each slice in a dish and cover
·with raisins, make a custard and pour
over till the dish is full; then bake till
the custard is done.
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The Salvation Army is gTo,ving stronger in
England.
Jts income is now nearly $400,000.
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OUR PUZZLE CORNER
r.-CHARADE
When the clouds are hanging low,
And aJI day it rains and pours
You should never be my first,
Though the rain keeps you in doors.
On the hills in majesty
S.ee my second stately stand;
Surely not a nobler sight
May be found in all the land.

Mr. C. H. Litchman of Marblehead,
Mass., addressed a crowded house at the
Universalist church last Wednesday evening. Although we were not able to attend the meeting, we have heard _favorable
comments on the fairness of the position
taken by Mr. Litchman as authorized by
the Knights of Labor.
By his statements
we arc to understand that the Knights of
Labor do not seek to antagonize labor an_d
capital, but rather to harmonize, and adjust all differences by arbitration.
The
Order neither authorizes nor sanctions a
strike or boycott until the capitalist refuses
arbitration.
While much that is unlawful
and unjust has grown out of la-bor troubles,
we have no doubt that a· better understanding of the principle
of the Order would
overcome much of the prejudice against it.
"Come, let us.reason together," is a motto peculiarly adapted ·to the hour. No society, sect, party or person is justified in
refusing to submit to an impartial hearing
of any case at issue, and arbitration is the
fairest method of settling points that cannot be mutually agreed upon. The world
is at ,,·ar in consequence of misunderstandings and selfishness.
Co11ze,let us reason
together.

TELEPHONE, Old subscribers can have
it by paying up all arrearages,
and one
year in advance.
Sold at this office for
5cts. per copy. Call and see it.

OXFORD
COUNTY
HEARDFROM.

A special auction sal~ of Maine-bred trotters took place in J;lnston, last \Vednesday.
There was a large attendrrnce of prospective
purchasers.
See the gallant sailor boy,
The first horse put under the hammer
Though the winds may blow a gale,
was a black gelding, 15 1-:: hands high,
Climbing to the lofty whole
To adjust the flapping sail.
bred and raised in Farmington, Me., said
"CaatorJaisso well adapted to children ~al
~=:i'toam~':,~ ~~~h~~~~t~on,
ETHYL.
[recommenditassuperiortoanyprescr1ption
Kills Worms gives sleep, and promotes dito be capable of showing a 2.+o gait. The
known
to
me."
H.
A.
A11ca1ta,
M.
D.,
gestion, ' .
bidding opened well, and closed at $177.
2.-DECAPITA
TIO~S.
111So. OJO'.ord
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Without injunous medication.
Lizzie Em-mons, a brown mare, 6 years
r, Behead a narrow fillet, and leave a
TBBCJi:NTAUR COUP.ANY, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.
kind of monkey.
old, 15 1-2 hands high. weighing r.025
2, Behead to injure, and leave a part of
pounds, went for $225. This mare. which
the body.
was raised bv Ed\\·ard E. Emmons at
3, Behead the cry of a wolf, and lea,·e a
Greenwood, JYie., was sired by Phil Sherisolemn looking bird.
4, Behead to stagger, and leave a snakedan, Jr., by Phil Sheridan, by General
like thh.
Knox' dam, a \Vinthrop ::\Iorrill mare.
5, Behead to unclose, and leave an inKing John. a chestnut gelding, 15 r-2
strument for writing.
6, Behead a portion, and leave a small
hands high, weighing about 975 pounds,
ammal.
was sold for $192.50. The next horse ,ms
7, Behead custom, and leave a wise man.
a six-year-old bay gelding, DaYy Allen,
d, Behead a precious metal, and leave
sired by Maine Jefferson, dam a Black
aged ..
\Ve beg leave, through your paper, to_ inform our :rien_ds and patrons
BONNIE BLYTHE.
Hawk and Morgan mare. The horse,which
Goods_ 111 all of our departwas bred by Charles \Villett of Norway, that we have opened a large stock of Sprmg
of a large Clothing
and Carpet
room,
3.-HOUR-GLASS.
From Byron to the "dri.ve" on Dead l\faine, brought$275.
Davy can now show ments, and having made an addition
i, A sharp noise, such as is made by river, now about to start are Thos. Patter- a 2.50 gait, and has never been handled for (now having the largest store in Eastern Oxford,)
we never
were
in so
good Ehape to meet the wants of the people as at present.
bu;~tgfl~i~e~hich
is used to produce un- son, Fred A. Knapp, Obed \\Tilson, Chas. speed.
consciousness.
and \Viii Rundlett; from Mexico, Fred and
The sale of the Pride of Maine was, per3, A number.
Leon \Vorthley, Don Kimball, George haps, the most important one of the day.
4, A letter found in Uarson City.
B
f
E t R
r. d w·ll1 p t
5, Something carried both for ornament
rown; rOJ:' as
um or ,.
or er, This mare, a beautiful seal brown, six years
In this we have by far the best line we ever showed,
consisting
of
and use.
James E. Insh, John Oldham, John and old, weighing 1,020 pounds, was sired by
1
6, Sharp.
Jeff D. Thomas;
from. Roxbtll')', Allyn Daniel Boone, out of a mare by Champion
, ~ Unculti~ated. d downward, name a Philbrick, and from Dixfield, Zenas and Morrill.
She is 15 1-2 hands high, and
wesi:~i:7;;~
s, rea
Eugene Taylor .. G~orge D. Kidder drives shows an excellent ::.50 gait. The bidding
Boys' short-leg
and School Suits, and an endleas variety of Men's
and
HARRO, the Androscoggin with Geo. Bearce. Frank was brisk, and finally closed at $500. The
vVe also have a complete
line ot Rubber
ClotbRichmond drives for the Berlin Co. Jo- Pride of Maine was bred by J. :\I. Holland Boys' Pants of all prices.
4.-METAGRAM:.
our prices, hut we will conseph Cary goes to the Lake drive for "Cal" of Canton, Me. Soltaire, a jet black five- i11.;, It would be useless for us to enumerate
Entire, I am a substance obtained from Turner. German Philbrick drives for Bow.rear-old gelding, raised by Chas. ?,lanes vi~ce any one who will favor us with a trial that our goods and prices are
trees.
surpassed
by
none.
man
and
many
othe1·s
from
this
section
go
of Harrison, Me., was considered one of
Change my head, and I am a great distance.
out to the poplar drives in Swift and Ellis the handsomest horses sold. Ile was disChange again, 11,ndI am. an organ of the rivers. Herbert O. Gleason has obtained
posed of for $22r. Black ~fountain Boy,
body.
.
a job on an ice cart in Boston. Ellery C. a stylish five-year-old gelding, brought
Again, and I am a vessel.
Park has returned from Boston. Ice was $295, after which Dixfield Boy, a six-yearAgain, and I am to impair.
Again, and I am a convt:yance.
running; nearly all of the 14th and 15th old gelding. raised b_yJohn Stanley of Dix\Ve ha,·e added to our stock a g-ooJ line of \Vool and Oil Cloth
CarAgain, and I am a paddle.
inst., broken fine and coming over Rum- field, ?Ile., was sold for $235.
pets that we feel proud to show and price to any.
Again, and I am a contest.
ford Falls.-5'-ournal.
Eastern Maid, a handsome
chestnut
Again, and I am a bolt.
BONNIE BLYTHE.
mare, raised by Frank Benson of Sumner,
WAREEMINISJENJES.
Me., sold for $265. Pike's Boy, said 'to
5,~EW,GMA.
show a 2.25 gait. raised by Y. Bicknell in
In this rlepartmeut
uur line is complete,
with all the Spring
noveltiesComposed of eight letters.
BURLINGTON,Iowa, April 12, '86.
Buckfield, ~Iaine, brought $2~,:;. Roxie, vVhite and Fancy Shirts,
Ties, Suspenders,
Underwear,
Gloves,
etc., etc.
My 8 6 4 is a rule.
,Editor
Telephone,
Dear
Sir
:-1
was
My 5 3 r r is an oversee:-.
a fine-looking gelding, weighing
9i5
l
My 5 7 3 4 2 means driven by the wind. pleased to receive a copy of your paper pounds, five years old, brought $rSo. DanTee whole.flies in wint~r.
dated April 8th, r886. It was a pleasure dy, a seal brown gelding, sho"·ing a threeLITTLE MAY.
to me to read the names ofmyold acquaint- minute gait, was bought at a great bargain
We have tried in ordering
our Spring
stock of these goods to place on
ances. I say old, although I was in Can- fo1; $217.
• ANSWERS
NEXT
WEEK.
our counters
one of the best ~tock in this part of the county.
Seeing is beton in June, 1885, and spent a week with
Among the other horses sold are Harry,
lieving-,
and
we
invite
vou
all
to
co·ne
ani
lo')k
us over.
We have a large
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF LAST WEEK.
my cousin, Monroe Peabody, Thos. Rey- a clever roadster, raised in Livermore,1Ie.:
of Black Silks. ancl believe that we can save money for any
r.-llarse-rose-mary.
nolds and A. S. Hathaway.
I arrived in Brown Eddy, a handsome pacer; Skip, a line of samples
z.!ii:
i\1
Canton Friday, June 26, '85, after an ab- dark bay gelding with black points; Cot- one who will order their Silks of us.
R ~ D N E y
sence of twenty years. I was born on what ton Tail, a smart gray gelding, sired by
RA L K A E
is a part of the Herdsdale farm, about Smuggler Chief. dam by Winthrop ~OrP A E N
three-fourths of a mile south-west of the rill and others.
Our shelves are full of all Grades
of Ladies'
and Gent's,
medium
and
M E
old. pine woods school house. All the
hot~Little
Boy Blue come blow your school I ever attended was in the above
fine Shoes. Slippers,
etc.
\Ve sell the celebrated
''Knights
of Labor"
$3
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Shoe, warranted
honest stock, honest work, and honest prices.
4.-1, Ruse, use. 2, Crib, rib. 3, Mice, named school house. I did not know that
ice. 4, Drain, rain.
this world was so large until I enlisted JuForthe Canton Shce Factory Building.
ly 15th, '62, for three years or during the
war. I went out in the 16th Maine, Co. I,
PEN ANDSCISSORS.
\Ve give below the names of those who
Capt., W. H. ·waldron, of Lewiston; First have subscribed for stock in the shoe facIn this line we always carry a full stock, an<l will sell them as low as
tory
building. and the amount of each. <J.ny party in town, for the same quality.
Mr. C. P. Drake of Lewiston, Me., has Lieut., L. C. Bisbee; Second Lieut., Chas.
Shares
a1·e
placed
at
$25
each.
Additions
purchased of D. M. Foster, Canton Point, Garcelon,Lewiston,
Maine. I left Canton
In presenting
this card, we do not desire for you to think that we will
will be made to this list as soon as we can
Me., the bay colt Defmont, by Glenarm, in August. '62. I have not the date of the
get the facts from parties circulating
the sell lower than any one else, hut <lo claim to show you the Largest Store and
dam by Daniel Boone, g d by J. G. Mor- month.
About sixty boys and men took papers.
the Largest
Stock in Eastern
Oxford,
and will sell as low as any party can,
rill, 2.29, son of Wi~'throp Morrill. This all kinds of vehicles and rode to Strickall 6 0ods as represented,
or money refunded.
AG Sta pies. prO\·ided the factory be built and guarantee
is a fine colt of good size, and has a good land's Ferry, about twelve miles. From
on land he offers to cfonate for
Obediently
Yours,
way of going.-Horse
Breeders' .Afonthly. there we went to Portland and went into
that purpose,
$soo
250
Camp Berry, (before the close of the war H J DeShon,
C H Gilbert,
250
O. M. Moore has sold his interest in the Camp Lincol_n). I and some others went D Bradford
~oo
~oo
Waterville Sentinel to 0. G. Hall of Rock- from Portland and joined the 16th :Maine. J P S,rnsey:
Z
E
Gilbert,
2 00
land, and the firm now controlling the pa- Gus Reed had a pain under his short ribs,
G \V ~Ioore,
and
he
went
back;
so
did
a
greater
part
of
125
per is 0. G. Hall & Son. Mr. Moore will
---------------~
11 G Strout,
100
\Vhen we were examined. \VG Gammon,
remain as editor of the Sentinel until May of the number.
1st. when H. M. Lord, for several years any one that was ailing any way could get BC Waite,
IOO
with the Rockland Courier-Gazette,
will excused, and it was strange what effect the A Delano,
so
50
assume that position.
doctor had on most of the boys. I tell you CM Holland,
AK Foster,
50
they co,tld not bear the touch of the doc- ~ Reynolds,
so
I remem- H H Burbank,
An article in our columns two weeks tor's hand without its hurting.
so
SW
Ellis,
since gave the price of admission to the ber one large man that lived down below
Now is the time to paint and paper.
I have the lar~·est
grounds of the Oxford County Ao-ricultu- Canton Point, when the doctor touched M Peabodv,
CO
Holt:
ral Society as 15 cents. It should ha,·e his ribs h_e was taken coughing and I
so stoc·k of Room Paper in town, consisting of Browns, Whites,
0 Gamm~n,
been 25 cents, as has been heretofore an:~~ Satins, Micas and Gilt, with Borders to match, Centers and
nounced, our figures, though correctlv thought he would never stop. He started WE Adkin,.
copied, being taken from an uncorrecte~l home in a bad fix. I never knew how he Oscar Ha vf~rd,
so Conu_,r,,: ( 'eiling Paper, etc. I also have a lot of '
copy of the premium list.-Oeford
Demo- got home, if he did ever get back. \Ve WM Stubbs,
2_:;
0 F' Taylor,
crat.
had in our Co. from Canton, Charles, Os- ER Stevens.
And still we are at a loss to know which car, and L. D. Allen, three sons of Mr. J H lngersoll,
0 A Bridgham
is correct, the figures given abo,·e or the Allen you re1erred to of Revolutionary
premium list for 1886, as revised in Feb- fame; and George Hutchins, who died just N L ~leands, '
m all styles and price:-;. Also a l;uge lot of
W II Baile",
ruary by the Trustees and printed at the after the close of the war, of consumption.
E W Allen~
TELEPJ;I0NE office. If the Democrat is cor- I will give you a little encouragement
by Frank Davis,
rect there are 1000 copies of the Re,·ised sending a P. 0. Order for $1.2.5 for one
Prize List going out with figures incorrect year's subscription for your paper. Direct
-not through the printer's fault, but by to
SA\I'L
PE.\HODY,
authority of the Trustees.
Would not a
Burlington, Iowa.
mixed ready for use. ~ly usual stock of
Wh~n Bn.by "Wa.£1sick, we ta:ve her Caetor'Ja,
more explicit statement
make matters
When she wn.Sa Child, she cried for <•aa1oria,
plainer.
LOOK WITHIN.
When she became MiE.s she clnug to Cai,f-oria,
A most useful little volume, suggestively
When she had Children, 12.hegave tliem Castoria,
An Oxford county correspondent speaks called •·•LooK \Y1TH!N FOR FIVE THousof some good horses owned at Rumford AND FACTS TH.\T EVERYBODYWA~Ts
TO
Be sme and call before pnrchasing elsewhere.
Centre.
KNow," contains 7:--,
pages of condensed inc. P. Small has a Judge Advocate colt formation on Mechanics, Statistics, HisWTime
is money.
Save both by
four years old that stands 15 3-4 and weighs ·tory, Medicine Astronomy,
Finance l\l'yto news1~apers,
about ro50 pounds;
color, dark bay with thology, Education,
Mathematics,
The paying subscriptions
magazines
and other periodicals,
at
black points, has good style and action and Bible, Politics,
Agriculture,
Religion,
I be~ . t/:t~
~o~e• of Ca,:on
llar~:~!rt
:oa1~ ex!~;!!\r
ashcan show a 1,.50 clip, easily.
C. P. Eaton Science, Temperance; Trade, etc, etc., in the TELEPHONE office.
. C. 1:·IluTCHTNSON.
We can save and v1c1111tythat I have re-opened my es.
4 tf
store and_ am ready to do business again.
50 bushels dry ashes for sale.
has an Eclair mare· six years old, color fact there seems to be something for every- for our palrons,
5, ro, 25 or 50 cents Some articles that are usually used in this
hlack, 8tands 15 1-2 and weighs 1000 body and.nothing that some one will not
seaso_n of the y_e,tr to such a degree I will
!
and the cost and risk of remittance.
pounds, has good style and action and can be glad to know. It is embellished with a Our .list incluries leading publications
ment10n; that 1, Bees Wax, Grass Seed, _ Cutting hy Miul>lme _l>Hl•'onl'R P(•rf,•,·t
show three mit'lutes. R. C, Dolloff also number of colored diagrams, and is by far all over the 'Norlcl.
Fly
Powder,
etc.
I
also
have
a
little
meal
Sust(mt.
Hooin
at
HCRlllPIH·P.
The publishers
J
has an Eclair mare four Years old, col01· the most valuable and complete Pocket make a discount to news aaents and and cracked corn I wish to close out. In
Crockery, I have just had a new lot of _
7\fH!-:i.E. X. CJ\HVBI!
light bay with black poi;1ts that stands Cyclopredia we have seen. We will give we divide profits with you."' Consult
modern style. Thanking you for past pat15 1-2 and weighs 1000 pounds, has very this book to every person paying us $1 .25 the Lightning
of the
~e.ws Agency,
at tbis ronage I hope for a continuance
same.
1\f. G. STROUT
All pcr:,;cm~ indebted lothL" lonncr
linll of (.;nul,l
good style and action.-'7oanzal.
ip advance, for a ye>trs ,ubscription to the office.
tf
Canton, Apr. 14, '86.
•
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